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CHAPTBR SIX

OTHER PORTABLE ARTEFACTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on artefacts and manuports in bone, stone and coral, and the few

European items excavated from SE-RF-3. The framework and data sources are the

same as for the previous chapter.

WORKED BONE

Ethnographic evidence

The ethnographic information about bone tools is not extensive, and can be quickly

reviewed. Needles of pig bone were used in preparing roof covering (Graebner

1962U909J:118). Graebner has illustrated a gently curving needle 15 cm long

(1962[1909]:119 Fig aTQD; and Edge-Partington pictures a rather tightly curved

example (1969:65 No.3). On Santa Cruz, net needles were made ftom Pteropzs bone

(Speiser 1916:100). On Santa Cntz, tattooing needles were fashioned from turtleshell.

A specimen procured by Jennings (1898:165) was "... made from a very small piece of

tortoise-shell having a bifurcated point inserted in a thin section of bamboo". A second

example illustrated in Edge-Partington (1969:65 No.4) has a single point (not

bifurcated) of turtleshell in a cane handle.

The fighting version of the arrow incorporated a bone point, and as the Europeans

encountered these at close quarters, there is a great deal of information about them.

There were three main types of arrows. Blunt ended wooden zurows were used for

catching birds (Graebner 1962[1909]:60; O'Ferrall 1908:15). Multi-pronged arrows

were used for shooting fish, and Pteropas (Graebner 1962119091:66-68; O'Ferrall

1908:15; Speiser l916:78). Fish arrows normally had three prongs, of either tree fern or

wood (Graebner 1962119091:66-68; Speiser 1916:188), although Speiser illustrates a

fish arrow with four barbed points (1916:78 Fig.32). Arrows for shooting Pteropus had

four points (O'Fenall 1908:15; Speiser 1916:78). Fighting arrows were made in three

sections that were bound together with fibre - a cane shaft notched at one end, a wooden

middle piece, and a single point of wood or bone (Graebner 1962U9091:66-68). Bone

arrow points could be simple or compound.

"ln the latter case, it generally consists of a main part that makes up almost
the entire length of the point, tapers toward the front, and bulges slightly in
the rear third, and of the actual short point, an extremely sharp bone needle

about five to six cm long. Sometimes the main, bony section is compound.
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... The arrows with the simple bone point differ from the others only in
that the principal part of the point is made of wood, along with the wooden

intermediate part.... "

(Graebner 1962119091 : I 33- 1 34)

That points might be of diflering lengths is confirmed by Codrington's statement that

Cruzian ilrow points were seven inches long (i.e. almost lScm) (1972[1891]:308).

Some rurow points were formed from human bone (Coote 1883:105; Speiser

l9l3:282),but there is no information about what other species were used. There are a

few reports of unusual variations in point material, the accuracy of which cannot be

verified. Labillardidre, in addition to bone points, also mentions points of tortoiseshell

or "the bone which is next the tail in that species of ray called raia pastinaca"

(1971[ 800]:432). (Speiser illustrates a spear from Efate that incorporates the head of a

ray's spine (Speiser 1990119231: Plate 51, No.10)).Carteret reported points of "flint"

(Hawkesworth 1775:296). tn addition to wooden points, Quiros mentions "barbed

points of bone and with feathers" (Burney 1967[806]:15l). Feathers are not usually

reported subsequently, and whether they were attached as fletchings, decorations or

charms of some sort cannot be determined.

The arrow point and at least some of the shaft (reports as to proportions vary) were

covered in a red substance, described by Rannie as "smooth and shining as a stick of

sealing wax" (1912:173). The coating was made from the scraped pit of a nut-like fruit,

possibly Barringtonia, mixed with lime and chewed areca nut, and was rubbed down

with another nut (probably areca) after being applied to the arrow (Graebner

1962119091:66-63). This information is unattributed, but coincides very closely with

Dillon's observations on Vanikoro, where he provided the ingredients and watched a

local man prepare the substance and apply it to the alrow (1972118291:170,227).I arr'

unsnre whether Graebner witnessed independently the surme procedure on Santa Cntz,

and hence whether the two places actually employ the same method. There are

nnmerous references to the Cruzian fighting ilrows being "poisoned", and some

observers believed this was literally true (Girieud and Herrenschmidt 1898:14; Rannie

1912:173). Much earlier, the Spanish had discounted the poisonous properties of the

plant juice applied to the point. Quiros wrote; "the points were anointed with the juice

of some herb supposed to be of a poisonous quality lyerva al parecerl, which however

was of little prejudice" (Burney 1967[1 306]: l 5l). Both Dillon (1972118291:227 -228)

and D'Urville (1987:219) conducted experiments wounding animals with poisoned

rurows from Vanikoro - in both cases, the animals survived. Codrington reported

investigations conducted by Naval and civilian authorities on the subject of poisoned

rurows in Melanesia, which reached the same conclusion that no poisons were involved
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(1972|8911:306-307). The missionaries understood the turow to be imbued with

power (or malete) imparted by virtue of the raw materials used and the context of

preparation (Codrington 1972|8911:306-307; O'Ferrall 1908:15), but the scientific

explanation for the deadly qualities of the anows was tetanus infection resulting from

an a11ow wound. This could become established even in superficial wounds, as was the

case for one of D'Entrecasteaux's crewrnen whose head was grazed by an arrow, and

for Commander Goodenough who suffered a a relatively shallow puncture wound to the

chest.

European observers reported that arrow-making was a restricted craft. The bush people

on Santa Cruz made all the ilrows which were sold to the coastal people (Edge-

Partington 1969:157; Montgomery 1896:126). Although Davenport (1969:215)

reported that the people of the Main Reefs had not ever used poison alrows, Girieud

and Herrenschmidt reported that the Reef Islanders apparently did not make their own

poisoned rurows, but obtained them from Santa Cruz (1898:14).

Poisoned fighting ilrows were not confined to the Santa Cruz Islands, but were

reported from the Solomons, the Banks Islands, Vanuatu (excluding the Tones islands),

and Leper's Island (Codrington 1972|8911:308). Similarly, basic techniques of rurow

construction (the three parts bound together), as well as points of human bone, were

widely distributed (l972ll89ll:308). Human bone was also used to fashion points on

Vanikoro (D'Urville 1987:219). Quiros reported bows and arrows as the principal

weapon on Taumako (Markham 1967119041:231), which raises the question of its
genesis there, as the bow and anow though known, was not considered to function as a

weapon in Polynesian hands. In different Polynesian societies instead the bow and

arrow has been used for hunting and fishing, chiefly entertainment, and as a toy (see

discussion in Kirch and Green 2001:190, 192), although Linton argued that is was an

important weapon in contact-period Tonga (1923:452). Its importance on Taumako

then, may result from the adoption by Polynesian speakers of the specific item as a

weapon which was already widely employed in this island group, one with which they

had some familiarity for other purposes. The bow and arrow were at one time

employed as weapons on Sa'a, Ulawa, Santa An4 Santa Catalina, Uki, and The Three

Sisters, but in the lgth century, were in some places supplanted by spears under

cultural influences from San Cristobal (Mead 1973:45).

There are no illustrations of arrow points at adequate magnification to determine how

distinctive the Reef-Santa Cruz form was, but Swadling reported a bone arrowhead

"typical of the Santa Cruz region" from the Nafinuatogo village site on Santa Ana,
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suggesting that there was a discemible local style (1988:101). This village was first

occupied about 500 years ago (Swadling 2000:367).

The way in which the arrow shaft was decorated seems to have been locally distinctive.

Speiser commented that; "Like all the belongings of the Santa Cruzians, the arrows

show artistic taste, being carefully carved and painted so as to display black carving on

a white and red ground" (1913:282). Graebner (1962|9091:116-119) provided a

detailed description of the Cruzian arrows:

"The wooden intermediate sections are covered with various kinds of
carvings, some of which undoubtedly are to be regarded as faded barbed-
hook designs; the groups of alternate barbed hooks are always black,
whereas the rest of the ornamentation is patterned in black, white, and red.
Between the individual parts of the omamentation there are cord lashings
that are secured with a cement substance, like the arrow points, probably
to avoid splintering the wooden part."

In fighting arrows from Vanuatu, painted and patterned bindings were a more common

form of shaft decoration than carvings, but in a few islands the shafts were square and

carved with representations of human faces or figures in a squatting position (Speiser

1990[1923]:195). Likewise, some of the spears he illustrates also incorporate human

figures. An arrow shaft recovered by Green from Kahula on Taumako, a site dating

back ca 500 years, has a human face carved into two sides of the shaft (see Plate 6.1).

Reef-Santa Cruz arow shafts lack these elements (e.g. Koch l97l:l7l frg. 137, and

plate25, opp.p. 177). Of the Cruzian flrows illustrated in Edge-Partington (1969:157,

2-7) only one has a markedly different decorative element, which is a bowl carved into

the foreshaft, containing some hard, gum-like material.

Another use of human bone is attested by Girieud and Herrenschmidt, who referred to

gouges/chisels of human bone used in boat building on the Reef Islands (1898:106).

Archaeological evidence

Ten worked bone artefacts were recovered from SE-RF-3. and none from SE-M-19.

Table 6.1 Worked Bone - SE-RF-3

Artefact

ID#

Provenience Depth
(cm)

Fig # wgt
(sm)

Length
(cm)

Possible
6ms116n(i)

Species

z-l N 25 layer I, level 8 70-80 6.la 0.5 unknown ?

A-36 N 25. level 9 80-90 6.lb 0.2 4.1 awl mammal or
fish

z-3 N 26, layer l, level 6 50-60 6.lc 0.7 3.6 needle large
Pterooodid
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A-28 N27, layer l, level 7 60-70 6.1d 0.9 2.5 shaft ofarrow or
awl

mammal or
fish

A-18 O25,layer l,level 5 40-50 6.le 0.5 3.45 shaft ofarrow
ooint

mammal or
fish

z-2 O25,layer 1, level 6 50-60 6.1f 0.2 3.6 unknown medium bird
or large

Pterooodid

Z4 O 25, layer I level 6 50-60 6.lg 0.15 0.2 unknown bird or
mammal

A-16 O27,layer l, level 4 3040 6.1h 2.2 6.9 arrow point mammal or
fish

A-34 P26,layer l, level 8 70-80 6.li 0.6 9.6 awl probably
Pteropus sp.

A-10 P27,layer l, level 3 20-30 6.lj 5.9 14.5 thatching needle?
weaving piece?

possibly llozo
sapiens

Note: i) as accessioned in Green notebook. ii) The Z-series artefacts were identified by A. Ziegler.

Of the three artefacts tentatively identified by Green as pieces of arrows, two (A-16 and

A-18) resemble the arrow points illustrated in McCoy and Cleghorn (1988 Fig.7.1).

None is made from human bone (J. Littleton, pers. comm.2002). A-28 is a mid-shaft,

tapering section of robust bone, which is round on one side and concave on the other.

The concavity may be natural, and the bone itself may not be worked (ie may not be an

artefact). All three objects are made of woody, dense bone, which may be mammal or

fish bone (e.g. a robust spine) (M. Allen, pers. comm.2002). Although it is diffrcult to

and 4,-36 (which is finer) appear to make

use of a natural concavity in the bone, into which a notch is cut. Some of the many

bone arrow point fragments accessioned from Mateone also exhibit concavities on one

or both sides (McCoy accession data). This feature and the notched end show the final

form has a very standardised appearance. The Dai site also produced an ilrow point, as

did (aceramic but undated) layer V of Ndvlad (McCoy accession data). Kirch (n.d.)

recovered three bone arrow points from layer II of the Napo village midden mound in

Graciosa Bay. One was a complete point, 34mm long and 3mm in diameter, tapering

and notched at one end. The other two fragments were also notched and tapering. Also

recovered from Mateone was a decorated bone arrow shaft fragment (McCoy accession

data). Based on the ethnographic descriptions of arrow types, the most likely

interpretation of the points from SE-RF-3 is that they are fragments of fighting arrows,

even though they are not made of human bone.

Artefact A-10 (Fig. 6.lj) is possibly made of human bone, the R proximal fibula of a
gracile individual (female or juvenile) (J. Littleton, pers. cornm. 2002). The front and

back surfaces of the bone are worked (flattened), but the natural groove of the muscle

insertion at the distal end of the bone is retained. A V-shape is cut into the distal end,

posterior surface. Green suggested this might be a thatching needle or weaving piece.

tr8'
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Ethnographic descriptions of weaving implements suggest these were usually made of

wood (Edge-Partington 1969: I 60 No. I .). This object may be part of a compound bone

rurow point.

Artefact Z-3 (Fig.6.lc) is a needle formed from the distal radial-shaft fragment of a

large Pteropodid (identified by Ziegler), and has been ground or cut above the articular

surfaces of the joint. The shape of the bone appears unmodified otherwise - i.e. the flat

surface is natural. A hole of ca. 2mm diam. perforates one side only of the bone shaft.

A bird bone needle found in late ceramic contexts by Poulsen in Tonga (1987:vol. 1

pl9l; vol II plate 68:18), is also perforated through one wall only.

A-34 (Fig.6.1i) is a sharpened Pteropus bone, probably the 3rd L. carpal (Leith

McDonald pers. comm. 2003). The point is formed at the distal end, on the posterior

surface. Artefacts A-34 and A-36 (Fig. 6.lb), of mammal or fish bone, may be awls.

Three other worked bone fragments in SE-M-3 were identified by A. Ziegler. Z-l
(Fig.6.la) has a shallow groove on the flattened front and back surfaces, and is also

flattened on the sides. Z-2 (Fig.6.lf) is split along the limb bone shaft of a medium

bird or large Pteropodid. The grooves at one end may possibly be worked. Z-4

(Fig.6.1g) is a worked fragment of bird or mammal bone, which has been flattened

Local comparisons

Most of the needles and possible needles in the Mateone site could not be identified to

species. However, two pieces of worked Pteropus bone were recovered from this site,

one of which may have been a needle. Mateone also contained a possible awl/thatching

needle in bone (layer VI).

From the early sites, another possible awl fragment was recovered from layer V at

Mdailu (McCoy accession data). One piece of worked bone was recovered from

midden in layer VIII at N0vlad (McCoy accession data). These pieces are so

fragmentary that nothing can be said about their stylistic affrnities.

Regional comparisons

The bone component of the Lapita Cultural Complex lacks the coherence demonstrable

in ceramics and shell artefacts, perhaps for taphonomic reasons relating to bone

preservation. Green (1979.40) included bone needles, awls, tattooing chisels, and spear

points in the Lapita inventory, but of these only needles and awls are well represented

and can be documented reliably in Lapita and post-Lapita deposits. Typically, bone
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artefacts are rare. There are also a few bone artefacts of which there are limited

examples, raising the question of provenience in some cases. Typological comparisons

are made more diffrcult because of the fragmentary condition of bone artefacts, and the

inability to identifu to source species.

Bird bone needles'were reported from late ceramic contexts in Tonga (Poulsen

1987:l9l) and from site 196 at Lakeba (Best 1984:463-465). Bone needles of Pteropus

ulna bones were recovered from Ponamla in Vanuatu, from contexts dating to ca2700-

2500 BP, which were identical to post-Lapita forms recovered by Best (1984:465) from

Lakeba (Bedford and Spriggs 2002:148). Two of only three bone artefacts dating to the

first millennium B.C. on New Caledonia were needles (Sand 2001:85 Fig.8b & c).

Poulsen recovered seven awls of fish and birdbone from his Tongan sites, and stated

that they were of constant form - single bevel, all 4-5mm thickness - throughout the

ceramic part of the sequence (Poulsen 1987:191). A single bone awl (perhaps of pig

bone) was recovered from a disturbed deposit at SDI, Watom, but is considered to have

originated in a pottery context (Specht 2003:130 Table 6).

Two examples of the more unusual artefacts from Lapita sites are the robust bone point,

(perhaps a spear point), and the worked pig tusk piercing tool, both from SE-RF-2

(Green 1979:39 Fig.2.5d,f). These objects are not represented in the late sites.

No bone tools were recovered from Anuta, and only four pieces of worked bone in

total, probably all turtle (Kirch and Rosendahl 1973b:85-86). The tooth bead from

layer I, in which the tooth cavity was utilised for the perforation (1973b:88) is different

in material and form from pig tooth beads from the Tuakamali phase on Tikopia (Kirch

and Yen 1982: 251). Bone artefacts were rare on Tikopia at all periods, and none

appears to have been excavated from the Kiki phase (Kirch and Yen 1982). Two bone

needles, possibly of pig bone, were recovered from Sinapupu and Tuakamali contexts.

Other Tuakamali phase objects include a bone spatula possibly of turtle bone, a drilled

shark tooth, and worked pig tusk (Kirch and Yen 1982:251,270-271). A stingray spine

with double perforation, and a bone plug were also recovered from later contexts. Two

small fragments of mammal bone, possibly arrow or spear points, were excavated from

the centre of Vanikoro site VK-10. This site was first occupied around the second

century A.D., and abandoned perhaps around the mid-second millennium A.D.,

although the upper levels are undated (Kirch 1983:96,107,106 Fig.l8). The

resemblance of these fragments to Cruzian ilrow forms cannot be determined from the

pictures.

Worked bone summarv
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There is little to link early and late period bone assemblages. The curved pig bone

needles described in the ethnographies are absent archaeologically. At a generic level,

needles and awls are well represented in early sites in different areas, and in late Reef-

Santa Cruz sites. Early use of Pteropus bone is not documented from Green's three

Reef-Santa CnnLapita sites, but is reported from other early sites, and is also used in

late (Group 1) Reef-Santa Cruz sites. Expediency rather than continuity of cultural

style seems the best explanation, as bat wing bones are naturally light and thin.

The choice of tattooing needles is another matter. Green (2003:16 and Table 5)

discussed the linguistic and archaeological evidence for the Lapita tattooing complex,

which included three kinds of tools - Pteropus wing bone, used as both needle and

tattooing needle; a toothed comb-like chisel in shell or bone; and obsidian graver

points. None of these tattooing implements can be documented for Santa Cruz or the

Reef Islands in the historic period, but in a wider geographic perspective, no particular

significance can be attached to this change. Although bone tattooing needles were used

by some of their AN-speaking neighbours - a single pointed bird bone used for sege-

sege tattooing on Makira Island (Bematzik 2002.,241and Fig.8 ), and a three-pointed

Pteropus bone on the Banks Islands (Speiser 1990[L923}.173) - bamboo splinters were

employed in the kind of tattooing known from Erromango, and on Aoba a needle was

made of two orange thorns bound to a stick (Speiser 1990U9231:172-I73). The choice

linguistic lines, or on a wider geographical scale.

The most obvious change is the appearance of arrow points, confined to late sites, but

linked to the earlier aceramic layers of Ndvlad through one example found in layer V.

It, however, may be no more than 500 to 600 years old. Bow and rurow use can be

reconstructed linguistically to POc *pusuR, and the hunting bow to PAn *busuR

(Osmond 1998:225). Their choice of bow and arrows for fighting links the Reef-Santa

Cruz peoples to their northerly and southerly neighbours, with whom they also share the

manufacture of composite and poisoned arrows, and points of human bone. The shaft

decoration of the Cruzian arrows, with its emphasis on geometric design elements but

not human forms, seems to be distinctive. The shape of the ilrow point itself may also

be, although this is more difficult to demonstrate from the literature.

OBSIDIAN AND VOLCAI\IC GLASS

Archaeological evidence

No references to obsidian have been found in the historic literature, and no obsidians or

volcanic glasses were recovered from SE-RI'-3. Fourteen pieces of obsidian were
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recovered from SE-RF-I9 - six pieces were excavated, six were collected from the

surface of the excavated mound, and another two surface collected from adjacent

Mound B. Thirteen pieces were sent to Dr. Glen Summerhayes for PDG-PIGME

analysis at Lucas Heights. All but one derived from a Banks Islands source (probably

Vanua Lava\, and one was sourced to Umrei in the Admiralty group (G. Summerhayes

pers. comm.2001).

The details of the volcanic glasses from SE-RF-l9 are listed in Table 6.2. The Banks

samples are black in reflected light, with thinner edges the colour of melted sugar in

transmitted light, sometimes with a greenish tinge. Translucency was generally poor,

and lustre was dull or vitreous. Flow banding was absent. Abundant irregularly shaped

impurities were visible to the naked eye. At x25 magnification, white to colourless

crystals were seen. The Umrei sample was grey-black colour in reflected light, of dull,

waxy lustre and opaque. It lacked the pitted surface and spherulites seen in all other

samples. The fourteenth sample exhibits the same attributes as the Banks samples and

is likely to have been from the same source.

As all the obsidian pieces are either from the surface of site SE-RF-l9, or at most

within the first two levels (to a depth of 20cm), the question arises as to whether they

are intrusive in the site. I think not, for two reasons. Firstly, given the predominance of

improbable that only the obsidians occurring in minute frequencies in these sites would

have been transferred casually to another site. It is also unlikely that they could have

been transported from a late site, given the scarcity of obsidian in general and exclusive

use of Banks obsidian late in the sequence. Secondly, the integrity of the site overall

can be argued on two grounds. The excavated layers lack both European materials, and

artefacts typical of the late period (e.g. Terebra adzes or bone ilrow points). In

addition, although the site has almost certainly been reworked by gardening activity, it
appears that this activity has not been so extensive as to homogenise the site contents,

as shell, bone and ovenstones were differentially distributed between layers I and2.

The small assemblage from SE-RF-I9, consisting of 14 pieces of broken flakes and

shatter, nine of which weigh less than 2.0gms, contributes nothing additional to the

technological analyses conducted by Sheppard (1992,1993) of the obsidians in Green's

three Lapita sites (i.e. SE-SZ-8, SE-RF-2, and SE-RF-6). Despite the distance over

which it had been transported, Sheppard found that obsidian was not treated as a

valuable or scarce resource - e.g. 30o/o of cores could have been reduced further, free-

hand reduction of cores was preferred over bi-polar reduction, and few flakes were

retouched (Sheppard 1993). There was a steady decline in the quantity of obsidian
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overall from its highest level in SE-SZ-8 (34.6g/m31to only 6.12e/m3 in SE-RF-6. No

statistically significant change was seen in the average weight of cores in each site, but

the mean size of debitage did decrease, with the differences between SE-RF-2 and SE-

RF-6 being most pronounced (Sheppard 1993:130-131). Extrapolations of the likely

total quantities of obsidian in SE-SZ-8 and SE-RF-2 suggested repeated episodes of
supply to both these sites, but reuse of obsidian collected from other sites could not be

discounted for SE-RF-6 (Sheppard 1993:129). The most common formal tool type was

the graver, fashioned only in obsidian. In SE-RI-2, gravers were more common than

utilised flakes. They were identified also in SE-SZ-8, but were absent from SE-RF-6.

Points were made predominantly in chert, but two obsidian points were found in SE-

SZ-8 (Sheppard 1992:150, 1993:133). The technological analysis of the Reef-Santa

Cnlz Lapita sites is consistent with the pattem found in Lapita sites generally of an

"extremely expedient technology, i.e., haphazard and opportunistic reduction sequences

with little attention to efficient use of materials or controlled end shapes" (Green and

Anson 2000U9981:65, and see also Hanslip 1999).

Local comparisons

Table 6.3 below summarises the occurrence of obsidian in Reef-Santa Cruz sites. The

glasses excavated by McCoy and Cleghorn from Santa Cruz sites have not been

subjected to chemical analyses, but P. McCoy has made available to R. Green

(Sartorius method) recorded by M. Olsen, and from this information tentative

attributions to source have been made. The selection of cutting points, and the

reliability of the relative density method, are discussed first.

Building on earlier work by Ambrose, Green (1987) discussed how the relative density

of obsidians in a heavy, non-toxic liquid (sodium metatungstate in this case) could be

used to sort assemblages into broad groups, from which specific samples could then be

selected for elemental analysis. As Tonence and Victor (1995) discuss, relative

density alone will not readily separate the various West New Britain sources (those

within the Willaumez Peninsula, and Mopir), but when these are lumped together, it
does provide "reasonable discrimination" between obsidian samples from West New

Britain and Lou island (1995:l2l} The lower value for Lou (2.3786) slightly

overlapped with the upper value for West New Britain (2.3806) at one standard

deviation (1995:125). Distributional evidence assisted in refining the determination,

however, because the Mopir source appears to have been unavailable for exploitation

during the Lapita period, and "only the Kutau/Bao subgroup was distributed in

significant quantities outside of the Willaumez Peninsula" (1995:126,and see 130). In

their samples, the Kutau/Bao source had a maximum relative density value of 2.3601,
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which clearly separated it from Ambrose's estimate for the Lou source (2.3909 +l-

0.0123) (1995:126-127). The authors expressed some reservation about the range of

values for Lou sources based on the findings of Kirch et al. (1991) from Mussau,

where samples with densities less than 2.356 were attributed by PXE-PIGME to the

Admiralty Island group (1995:130). White and Harris (1997) reported on the

correlation of density measurements and PXE-PIGME results for obsidian from the

Duke of Yorks, and relative density measurements for 96 samples from Mussau. They

rejected the earlier attribution of Mussau samples with densities <2.380 to the Umrei

subsource because of the presence of vesicles and cracks in these samples (1997:103).

The authors also noted, however, that the lowest density values from other Admiralties

sources (eg Pam and Wekwok) are much lower than for Umrei (White and Harris

1997:103-104), which in the case of Pam, overlap with those for Kutau/Bao (White

and Harris 1997:103, Table 3). Their maximum value for the Kutau/Bao source was

also higher than that determined by Torrence and Victor (1995), at <2.3740 for the

Duke of York samples, while their lower limit for Umrei was >2.3800 (White and

Harris 1997:103 and Table 3). Torrence and Victor (1995:127-128) commented on

the low standard deviations in relative density for the "Talasea" and "Lou" obsidians

reported by Green (1987:243), and that the Talasea group "represented only a restricted

range of the values known for the Willaumez Peninsula regional group as a whole or

even the Kutau/Bao subgroup (the most likely source)", which suggested that most of

)

and the low density values shown in Green (1987.,243 Fig.l) for the "Talasea" source,

the cutting point applied by me to the McCoy and Cleghom data for Table 7.3 was

2.3601.

Lou and Vanuatu samples cannot be discriminated on the basis of densities alone

because of the slight overlap of upper values for Lou densities (2.4032 at one standard

deviation) with the lower values for Vanuatu samples (see Green 1987:243 Fig.l). In
the case of the Mateone samples, the two sources can apparently be differentiated by

density and physical characteristics combined.

How reliable are density measurements? White and Harris tested the replicability of
measurements by taking seven readings on each of ten pieces from Mussau sites, and

found "it is difficult to replicate determinations to better than parts per thousand"

(1997:103). There were "a few" pieces that were persistently problematic, although they

could not discover the reason, but overall their results were consistent (White and

Harris 1997:103). Torrence and Victor (1995) investigated whether the amount of
cortex and presence of inclusions affected density measurements. The amount of cortex

was not found to affect the accuracy of density measurements made in PFMD (per-
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fluoro-1-methyl-decalin), but this appears to be attributable to the low surface tension

of the liquid which prevents bubbles being trapped in the cortex, and therefore may not

hold for all liquids (Tonence and Victor 1995:129). lnclusions in the obsidian were

found to affect relative density once they reached 10-15% of the total volume (Torrence

and Victor 1995:129).

Data sheets of Olsen's density measurements and physical descriptions were supplied

by McCoy. Olsen used the Sartorius method for his measurements, but the liquid is not

specified. All the Mateone samples were physically alike - black with light coloured

inclusions - and quite unlike most of the obsidians from the other sites for which there

are few obviously anomalous density readings, yet three Mateone samples produced

values that fell, at one standard deviation, below the designated Vanuatu cutting point

of >2.4032. I got anomalous results for some (not all) samples from SE-RF-19 on two

runs, using the Sartorius balance and distilled water. It is likely that air bubbles on the

surface of the numerous surface impurities of the Banks glasses account for the

variability in density measurements (M. Jones pers. comm. 2000). It is on the basis of

their similar descriptions that Olsen's Mateone samples are tentatively attributed by me

to a Banks Island source. The second sample from Ninanualomia, which has the same

physical description, has a density of 2.3746-2.4356 (at I S.D.) and seems likely also to

be from a Banks source. My interpretation is consistent with McCoy and Cleghom's

published vi mcluomg

Mateone) came from the Banks Islands, on the basis of Olsen's density measurements

(1988:1 l4).

The density measurements for the two Mdailu samples and four Malu samples are

consistent with their respective physical descriptions. Only 17 data sheets were

available for the Biang Mepala samples, which could be divided by colour into four

groups - medium black, green-medium black, transparent cloudy gley, and transparent

smoky grey. All lack vesicles or bubbles. With the cutting points nominated by

Doherty, all measurements fall within the Talasea range, and only four exceed 2.3601 at

one standard deviation, consistent with the narrow variation remarked upon by

Torrence and Victor (1995). These four pieces are not consistent in their descriptions,

but represent each of the four colour groups. Green used cutting points based on his

analysis of the Reefs-SantaCrvz material (Green 1987), and would have assigned three

of these same four samples from Biang Mepala to Lou/Umrei sources, and the fourth to

either a Talasea or Admiralty source (Green pers. comm. 2004). Should it become

possible to perform chemical analysis on these materials in the future, these four pieces

in particular should be examined. McCoy and Cleghorn reported that the obsidian from
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Malu and Biang Mepala probably came from Talasea, but do not identiff the likely

source(s) of the Mdailu artefacts (1988:113).

Table 6.3 Obsidian and Volcanic Glass - Main Reef Islands and Santa Cruz Sites

possibly Banks Islands

12 defrnitely Banks Islands (prob.
Vanua Lava), I likely Banks,

I Umrei

SE-SZ-47 N0vla0

possibly Banks Islands

SE-SZ-23 Malu

ysp31n (l)
l7 possibly Talasea

I Vanua Lava.29 Talasea.

I West Ferzusson, 634 Talasea

2Lou.9 Vanua Lava.285 Talasea

Data source: (1) P. McCoy pers. comm. to R. Green. (2) Yen 1976. (3) Green 1987. (4) Kirch n.d.

All 972 obsidian pieces from Green's three Lapita sites have been analysed either by

elemental analysis (PXE-PIGME), or relative density (Green 1987). As Table 7.3

indicates, in all three sites the preference (97.5%o of the total) was for high quality

Talasea obsidian from the Willaumez Peninsula of New Britain, a source located over

2000 km away. Subsequent analysis based on refined methods for 50 randomly picked

specimens has shown all the Talasea source specimens were from Kutau/Bao (Green

pers. comm. 2004). Small quantities derive from Lou in the Admiralty Islands, and

from the much closer but poorer quality Vanua Lava source in the Banks Islands (ca

400 km. from the Reef/Santa Cruz group). The Gaua source in the Banks was not

utilised (Green 1987). A single piece was ascribed tentatively to West Fergusson Island

in the D'Entrecasteaux Group (Green and Bird 1989).

Volcanic glasses have not been reported from any period at Nrivla6, and are poorly

represented at Mdailu (McCoy and Cleghom 1988). Sheppard (1992:146, 1993:123)

discussed the problem of sample representativeness relative to area excavated in
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Green's three Lapita sites. The total area excavated at Mdailu was 23m2 (to a

maximum depth of l.8m), and at Ndvlati 48m2 (to a maximum depth of 2.5m) (McCoy

and Cleghorn 1988), which are small areas compared to Green's excavations. However,

analysis of discard patterns at Nenumbo did not reveal any specific areas to which the

use of obsidian was restricted, rather it was "distributed over the site in direct

proportion to the amount of activity in the area, as suggested by the total amount of

archaeological material deposited" (Sheppard 1993:134). The casual manner of disposal

also applied to gmvers. It is noteworthy, then, given the discard of obsidian around

dwellings and cooking areas at Nenumbo, that so little should have been found at

Mdailu and N6vlati. since ovens and houses were excavated at both sites.

Regional comparisons

One aspect of the variability of the Lapita cultural complex in Remote Oceania is the

patchy distribution of obsidian beyond the Reef-Santa Cruz Islands. The Malo Lapita

site in the Banks Islands contained Gaua, Admiralty and Talasea obsidians, and both

Gaua and Vanua Lava obsidian in the Mangaasi period (400BC-I200AD) (Bird et al

1981:78). South of this, until recently, no sites in Vanuatu contained imported

obsidian, and the few pieces of local low grade glassy basalt recovered from the

Mangaasi excavations appeared not to be artefactual (Bedford 2000:200). The newly

discovered Teouma early Lapita burial site contained "New Guinea" obsidian (Bedford

2004). Only a very few obsidian flakes ha

flake from Maurice-Vatcha had been sourced to the general Talasea region. Sand and

Sheppard (2000) reported on the analysis of a further five flakes from the Lapita site

(WKO013A) and Saint-Maurice-Vatcha (WKO003). Technologically, these small

pieces were consistent with debitage known from the Southeast Solomons sites, and at

least one graver was identified (Sand and Sheppard 2000:238). Geochemical analysis

(by PDG-PIGME) identified Kutau/Bao (West New Britain) as the source of all five

flakes. Sand and Sheppard (2000:240) concluded that the small quantity of obsidian in

New Caledonia did not represent importation directly from source, but probably

represented "items brought in small amounts by the first Austronesian discoverers of

these archipelagos from their homeland further north in the Melanesian chain".

Noticeably absent from New Caledonian Lapita sites is any obsidian from the closer

Banks Islands, although this is present in early contexts in the Reef-Santa Cruz sites

and on Tikopia.

Only two flakes were recovered from the Naigani Lapita site in Fiji, both of which were

sourced ultimately (by PIXE-PIGME) to Talasea, a distance of ca. 3700km (Best

1987:31). Best suggested, given the scarcity of Talasea obsidian elsewhere in Fiji, in

Vanuatu and New Caledonia, that the Reef-Santa Cruz Islands were the most likely
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immediate source, "with a direct, rather than indirect connection from there the most

likely means by which the obsidian arrived at Naigani" (Best 1987:31). Volcanic glass

in the initial settlement phase of Lakeba was attributed to Tafahi in Tong4 with Banks

glass present in later phases (Best 1987:31).

Obsidian is absent from Anuta at any period, and from Kirch's excavations on

Vanikoro. At Taumako, only six pieces were found, in association with pottery on the

surface of Te Ana Tavatava (Leach 1985). Although the obsidian and pottery were

thought to have been in secondary deposition, Leach thought it probable ( but not

indisputable) that the pottery and obsidian were "culturally and temporally associated"

(1985:ll7). The pottery assemblage contained some dentate stamped sherds, but

plainware predominated and is thought to have been made on Taumako between ca

1000-500 B.C. (1985:l2l-122). Results from separate testing by PIGME and then

PIXE-PIGME methods differed somewhat. Four of the six pieces of obsidian derived

from the Banks Islands, and two were of undetermined origin (1985:l2l-122). Leach

suggested that the obsidian may have arrived in Taumako by way of the Reef Islands

(1985:l2l-122).

Only 23 pieces of obsidian and volcanic glass were recovered from the Kiki phase of
Tikopia (Kirch and Yen 1982:256 Table 35). When the Tikopian obsidian was first

reported, no elemental anulfllq ttad_lgg!

obsidian was attributed to Talasea, although "Kukuia on Fergusson cannot be ruled out"

(Kirch and Yen 1982:260). Banks Island volcanic glass was found in all phases, but

was only marginally represented in the Sinapupu stage (4 pieces), and increased in

quantity in the Tuakamali stage (1982:260). Spriggs reported on reanalysis of the Kiki
phase obsidian (1997:137), which showed that most of it came from Banks Islands

sources, three pieces came from Manus [Admiralty group], and none came from New

Britain. Spriggs commented that "the contrast in obsidian sources with the Reef islands

Lapita sites is a further indication of a late Lapita age" for the Kiki phase (1997:137).

Continuity and change in obsidian

There is a change in obsidian sources during the ceramic period in the Reef-Santa Cruz

sites. In the Lapita sites, Talasea obsidian always predominates, with no more than a

minor amount of Admiralties obsidian ever present, a contrast with some Near

Oceanian Lapita and post-Lapita sites, in which Admiralties and Talasea obsidians are

differentially represented (see Spriggs 1997 for overview). In some locations the use of
Admiralties obsidians increased during the Lapita period (e.g. Duke of Yorks,

Talepakemalai, Ambitle, Nissan and Buka), but the preference over Talasea glasses was

not always maintained. In the Duke of Yorks sites studied by White and Harris (1997),
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for example, more local West New Britain sources were used after ca 2850 calBP. In

the Reber-Rakival site, both Admiralties and Talasea obsidians were equally

represented ca.2400 BP, but use of Talasea increased ca 2200 BP.

Admiralties obsidians did not increase proportionately in SE-RI-I9, but the single

piece of Umrei obsidian in this site, and three pieces of Admiralties obsidian in the Kiki

phase on Tikopi4 in both cases in conjunction with more numerous Banks Island

glasses, suggest some ongoing contacts with the west. By the plainware period,

however, the preferred source had switched from Talasea to the lower quality but closer

Banks Islands source(s), which was only a minor component in Green's Lapita sites. In

the case of SE-RF-I9, this was probably derived from Vanua Lava. Banks source(s)

also predominate in the six pieces recovered from Taumako.

Obsidian is rare in the late (Group 1) sites - certainly it was not found in SE-RF-3 or

Naiavila, or Kirch's midden mound (SE-SZ-4), but was reported by McCoy and

Cleghom (1988) from Mateone, where it is probable all samples derive from a Banks

Island source. The authors referred to obsidian in later sites (i.e. more than one) but

provide no other information about which sites specifrcally (McCoy and Cleghom

1988: ll4). Obsidian has not been reported from late contexts in Taumako, nor on

Vanikoro or Anuta, but is found in low frequencies in the Sinapupu phase on Tikopia,

and more abundantlv from

source.

Because no obsidian was reported from the early aceramic layers at Ndvlati, it is not

possible to argue that the obsidian in Mateone represents the maintenance of a

continuous supply from the Banks Islands, rather than the establishment of a new

supply stream late in prehistory, at about the same period when Banks obsidian

reappears in quantity in Tikopian sites. Furtherrnore, given the patchy distribution in

late (Group l) sites, the possibility that supply in the late period was restricted to certain

villages cannot be excluded.

There is little to say in regard to reduction technology. In SE-M-19, no gravers are

present, nor are there any new forms of obsidian tools, and the fragments present are

not inconsistent with the pattern of exploitation common to Lapita sites. There is no

published information relating to the material recovered by McCoy and Cleghorn.

CHERT AT\D SILICEOUS MATERIALS
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Archaeological evidence

I have found no references to chert in the literature except for the flint-tipped affows

mentioned by Carteret (HawkesworthlTT5:296). Table 6.4 documents the distribution

of chert and chert-like materials excavated from both SE-RF-3 (N:2) and SE-M-19

(N:28). Six specimens that represented the range of variability within the total sample

were thin sectioned and examined petrographically by P. Sheppard. The six specimens

included true cherts, volcanic tuf?silicified mudstone, silicified shell and fine grained

silicified sediment. The other samples were tentatively assigned by me to these

categories on the basis ofgtoss visual appearance, an unreliable exercise in the case of
true cherts, given the effects of weathering on chert colour (Sheppard and Pavlish

1992). There are no chert sources on Santa Cruz or the Reef Islands so all cherts (with

the possible exception of the silicified shell) must be of external origin.

From SE-RF-3, only two pieces of volcanic tuf?silicified mudstone were found. The

12 true chert samples excavated from SE-RF-I9 included nine of probable

Ulawan/Malaitan origin, two pieces possibly from the Duff Islands, and a single

zebraic chalcedony sample that was somewhat similar to a sample from Niuatoputapu

(# NT-90-SA-5). The Niuatoputapu sample, in turn, has been reported as being similar

to chert examined from Tikopia (Sheppard 1996:109, 111). There was also a single

piece of zebraic chalcedony in SE-SZ-8. The source of this material is not known, but

mav be located somewhere

1996:109).

In regard to sources of raw materials, SE-RF-I9 reflects the patterns of Green's three

Lapita sites which contained cherts from three regions/sources (Sheppard 1996,

Sheppard and Pavlish 1992). Fifty-two pieces of chert were recovered from SE-SZ-8,

462from SE-RF-2 and 30 from SE-M-6 (Sheppard and Pavlish 1992:42). Preliminary

work on sourcing these cherts was conducted by Ward and Smith (1974), with

Sheppard and Pavlish (1992) conducting more extensive thin section, micro fossil and

INAA elemental analysis on an archaeological sample of 37 pieces. (This research also

examined the effects of weathering on chert, and the implications for patina thickness

dating and sourcing). The main source for all three sites was Ulawa/Malaita, ca 400km

to the northwest, which produces a high quality chert composed of very fine micro-

quartz, containing foraminifera. The coralline chalcedony forurd in SE-M-2 probably

originated from the DuffIslands, about l50km east of Nenumbo. A zebraic chalcedony

was present in SE-SZ-8 only. All are high quality materials.

The small sample from SE-RF-l9, which included only two complete flakes, is

insufficient for generalisations about reduction technology. Points, which were made
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almost exclusively of chert in Green's three Lapita sites, are absent. The chert-like

materials are manuports, and their use(s) cannot be determined. Sheppard (1992,1993)

found that both chert and obsidian from Green's three Lapita sites were worked with the

same skill level, and core reduction techniques. Neither were used in an economising

way. The raw material was probably transported from source as fist sized cobbles and

blocks, with little preprocessing.

In Green's three Lapita sites, the weight of chert/m3 excavated remains about the same

from oldest to youngest sites (SE-SZ-8 to SE-RF-6), but the relative pfoportions of

chert and obsidian change over time, with chert dominating over obsidian in SE-RF-2

and SE-M-6 (Sheppard 1993:127). The small quantity in SE-RF-I9 is of the same

order as the obsidian in that site, but in Mdailu, in both decorated and plain ceramic

layers, there is more chert than obsidian. There is considerably more chert than obsidian

in the plainware layers, which contained predominantly chert flakes and cores, but also

two points and one blade (McCoy accession data). A small number of pieces were

recovered from layer V and below, mostly flakes. Apart from the Mdailu site, only

small quantities were recovered from other sites investigated by McCoy and Cleghom.

At Ninanualomia (SE-SZ-49), four chert flakes were excavated with plain pottery, and

another was surface collected; and from the Malu Lapita site (SE-SZ-23), "some" chert

was reported (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988: 107,ll0). Their published report (1988)

makes no mention of chert bei

flake and one scraper recovered from ceramic layers, and a "chert(?) nose omament (?)"

from layer VIII (the youngest ceramic layer, ca. 100B.C- A.D.l00).

Chert is absent from, or minimally represented in, late sites. No true chert was

recovered from SE-RF-3. It appears none was recovered from Dai, and a few pieces

only were excavated from Mateone (McCoy accession records). No information is

available as to the source(s) of this material, nor any technological evaluation.

Regional comparison

Kirch and Yen (1982) divided the chert from all sites on Tikopia into three groups. The

first, a "creamy" coloured isotrophic chert, was found in small amounts in all phases

(although the authors say it was associated "primarily with the Kiki phase") (Kirch and

Yen 1982:260). This was considered to be similar to chert from Ulawa described by

Ward (1976). The second category "chalcedony" was the most abundant, and was also

present in all phases, although in very small amounts in the Sinapupu phase (N:4)

compared to earlier and later periods (Kirch and Yen 1982:256 Table 35). Possible

source areas in northern Vanuatu or Santa Cruz were suggested. The third (and

numerically smallest) category, apparently lacking from the Tuakamali phase, was a
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"coarse-grained chert" related to the second category and possibly derived from the

same sonrce (1982:261,256 Table 35).

As noted above, Sheppard (1996) demonstrated that the second category was a zebraic

chalcedony of unknown source. Most of the samples sent to him derived from the

Sinapupu and Tuakamali phases, but Kirch and Yen indicated that this chert was also

present in the Kiki phase (Kirch and Yen 1982:258 Table 35). One piece of brown

stained chert from the Tuakamali phase contained a "lathe-like" structure, and was

tentatively linked to Futuna (Sheppard 1993:109-ll0). The material putatively from

Ulawa was not provided for analysis (Sheppard 1996). If the Ulawa attribution is

reliable, then both this source and the zebraic chalcedony are common to both Reefs-

Santa Cruz and Tikopia sequences, although the latter is minimally represented in the

Reefs-Santa Cruz sites. The absence of Taumakoan chert from Tikopi4 and Futunan

chert from the Reef-Santa Crvz, indicate different procurement pattems. A further

point of difference is the persistence of chert throughout the Tikopian sequence, when

its usage seems to be minimal in late Reef-Santa Cruz sites.

Neither chert nor obsidian was reported from Vanikoro (Kirch 1983). Two pieces of
chert were reported from Anuta, both from revised chronostratigraphic Zone E (950-

350 B.C.). One was a utilised flake of poor quality chert found in An-6, Layer [II, Area

D). and the second

fishing bob weight (Kirch and Rosendahl 1973b:84). The latter may also have a

Futunan origin (Kirch 1985b:212).

Chert summary

The same chert sources identified in Green's three Lapita sites are also represented in

SE-RF-l9. Chert is used in decorated and plainware layers at Mdailu, with two points

and a blade associated with plainware suggesting there may also be continuity in formal

tool types. The relative proportions of chert to obsidian do not replicate the pattern

seen in Green's three sites. Chert is more abundant than obsidian in both decorated and

plainware layers at Mdailu, but constitutes roughly the same amount in SE-RF-I9. The

function of the other siliceous materials in SE-RF-19 cannot be determined. In the late

sites, chert is present only in low quantities, if at all, from undetermined sources.

SLINGSTONES

Ethnographic evidence

Five pointed-ended stone objects collected from another Reef Islands site (SE-RF-33)

are interpreted as slingstones because of their similarity to such objects in locations
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where the use of slingstones is attested ethnographically. "Stones" were a component of
the Cruzian arsenal employed against the Spanish (Bumey 1967[806]:151, 160), but

during the historic period bows and arrows seem to have been the preferred weapons.

The Spanish did not mention slingshots, nor that the stones themselves were shaped.

Later European records of violent encounters dwell on the efficacy of poisoned arrows,

so the function of slingstones on Santa Cruz and the Reef Islands is not well

documented in the literature. lndeed, two objects which are "obviously slingstones"

(Foy in eHRAF 2003:l 16), were described in Edge-Partington's catalogue as "charms"

found in packets of red feather money (1969:163 No's. 6 & 7). They were made of
different materials: one "resembles ancient marble" and the other was a "dark stone"

(1969[1909]:163). ln 1912, Speiser obtained a slingshot, which by then, as far as he

could ascertain, served as a toy rather than a weapon (Speiser 1916:108, and Fig.48).

He did not acquire or describe slingstones. The sling was reported as a weapon on

Utupua (Thilenius cited in Graebner 1962|9091:136). Koch (1971) does not document

slingstones on the Reefs or Santa Crvz.

Archaeological evidence

In 1976, Green was given five slingstones, all surface collected from SE-RF-33

Table 6.5 Slingstones Surface Collected from SE-RF-33

Artefact

ID#
Figure # wet

(sms)
Length
(cm)

Max. width
(cm)

Shape of
cross-section

SE-RF-33 SI 6.2a 36.6 4.7 2.6 circular

SE-RF-33 52 6.2b 65.5 6.1 3.2 circular

SE-RF-33 S3 6.2d 69.9 5.6 circular

SE-M-33 54 6.2c 64.2 6.5 2.9 circular

SE-RF-33 55 6.2e 69.8 5.9 3.2 rounded rectansular

All the stones are made of intermediate volcanic rocks (I. Smith, pers. comm.2004).

All are finished, and retain only some signs of hammering to reduce the ends, which are

pointed rather than rounded.

Local comparisons

No modified slingstones were excavated from SE-RF-3' nor apparently from Mateone,

but pointed-end missiles were recovered during excavations at Dai village (layers III
and V), and one was excavated from N<ivla<i, from layer IIIIV contact (McCoy and

Cleghorn accession data). Buckley (2000:139) thought a depression fracture in the

skull of an elderly male from the Namu burial site on Taumako, (used between ca A.D.

1530-1700), may have resulted from the impact of a slingstone. The examples found by

Green at the Kahula site on Taumako confirm the pointed-end shape (see Plate 6.2).
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At Vanikoro, Kirch collected from the surface of site VK-10 an object of "porphyritic

volcanic stone" which he suggested was probably a slingstone (Kirch 1983:107 Fig. 18:

lower row). It is not stated that the object is damaged. If not, it differs in shape from

the Reef Island examples in that it is asymmetrical, with only one end pointed.

Modified slingstones of basalt (three), coral (two) and Tridacna (one) were recovered

from SE-RF-2 (Green 1979:39 and Fig.2.5 h&i). One broken example in basalt was

excavated, but the rest were surface collected. Recognisable slingstones have not been

recovered from other Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita sites, nor from SE-RF-l9, the ceramic

layers of N<ivla6, or Mdailu. However, a slingstone was excavated from a plainware

context on Taumako, at Te Ana Tavatava (Intoh 1980:200 note 74).

Regional comparisons

Davidson (1988:87) wrote that "there are Melanesianists who would like to know more

about the origin and spread of slingstones in Micronesia... ". In fact, the longterm

history of slingstone use is quite difficult to reconstruct because purposefully modified

sling ammunition is readily recognised, but expedient use of appropriately sized

cobbles or lumps of coral is not (as a forthcoming publication on the sling by R. and G.

York documents). There are therefore, situations where historical narratives confirm

use of the sling urs a weapon, but where archaeological evidence for modified

slingstones is completely lacking (e.g. in the Marshall Islands, Pohnpei and Fiji).

Furthermore, shaped slingstones are more commonly reported from late archaeological

contexts. We cannot infer from this apparent bias that their use was restricted to (or

was more frequent in) later periods, given that discarded stone missiles would

deteriorate little over time, and hence could presumably be collected and redeployed.

In the wider region, slingshots were known ethnographically from New Britain, New

Ireland, and offshore islands, but not New Hanover (Parkinson 1999[1907]). Shaped

stones were reported from northern New lreland, while in the south and on New

Britain, unmodified cobbles were used (I999U9071:99,I27). On the Gazelle

Peninsul4 trepanning as a treatment for splintered skull fractures caused by slingshots

was carried out with considerable technical skill (1999[1907]:48-49). The sling seems

not to have been used in the Admiralty islands, and there is little ethnographic evidence

for its use in the main islands of the Solomons - Buka, Bougainville, Choiseul, Santa

Isabel, New Georgi4 Guadalcanal - nor amongst the Reef-Cruz neighbours on Malaita

or San Cristobal (R. and G. York, pers. comm. 2004) Codrington, however, reported

that "slings are not unknown in the Solomon Islands, and are said to have been brought

into use for attacking the tree-houses", perhaps indicating a recent development (1972

[S9l]:305). Pointed-end slingstones are documented archaeologically from New
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Caledonia "in the late part of the historic sequence" (from about 600 AD), and were

used for bird-hunting and fighting (Sand 2001:79,81Figs.4,9). No archaeological finds

have been reported from Vanuatu, Tikopia or Anuta, although Codrington refened to

the use of slings in the Banks Islands, chiefly to counter night attacks (1972[891]:306).

Their use in Vanuatu must have been more widespread than he realised, as Speiser said

that slings "are known everywhere in the islands", and had once been weapons but were

now used as toys (Speiser 1990119231:209). The missiles were not specially shaped

(ree0lr923l:209).

Evidence is accumulating slowly that supports Green's (1979) inclusion of these objects

in the Lapita Cultural Complex. ln Near Oceania, there are now several reports from the

Bismarcks. Garling reported a barite slingstone from Tanga, New lreland, from a Late

Lapita/early post Lapita context ca.2400-2000 BP (Garling 2003). Father Otto Meyer's

inventory from Maravot (SAD) included slingstones along with decorated pottery

(Green 2000:22). From Lesu, White and Downie (1980:202-3) recovered seven

coralline limestone slingstones, mostly from the top horizons of the excavations. This

site was interpreted tentatively as having a relatively short occupation, (a few hundred

years), "more than 2000 years ago" (1980:197). From Remote Oceania, Burley (pers.

comm. 2004) has excavated a quartz slingstone from the Kauvai 2 site, Tongatapu (i.e.

3000-2600 B.P.).

Linguistic reconstruction also suggests some antiquity for this weapon. The POc term
*maga has been reconstructed for "stone; sling; slingshot" from reflexes in MM, SES

and PN languages (Osmond (1996:126)). Osmond noted "... it is assumed that ordinary

well-shaped stones were used" (1996:126), but also referenced the pointed-end

Tridacna slingstone recovered by Green from SE-M-2. Kirch and Green (2001:190)

infened the use of the sling in Ancestral Polynesian Society, and even a casual scan of
the literature produces evidence of their use in Polynesia. McCoy (1979:150), for

example, reported stone slingstones on Easter Island, which were "curiously rare

despite the prevalence of warfare". ln the Society Islands, slingstones were recovered

from excavations of 2 round-ended houses in the Opunohu Valley (Green 1967).

Occupation started in the valley in the thirteenth century A.D., but was more sustained

between the seventeenth and early nineteenth centuries (1967:220). A cache of water-

worn cobble slingstones was located on a fortified ridge at Kawela on Moloka'i island,

Hawaii'i (Kirch 1984b: 215 Fig.69).

The sling was widely distributed in Micronesia, but nowhere is there evidence for

pointed-end slingstones earlier than about 2000 years ago (R. and G. York, pers. comm.

2004). A few were recovered from Intermediate/Transitional pre-Latte sites in the
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northern Marianas, but they are much more common in the Latte phase (800-1000 years

ago). The number, size range (which includes some oversized stones possibly for

ceremonial use), and diversity of materials seems to be gteater in the Marianas than

anywhere else. Hombostel amassed. 4,702 slingstones, mostly from Guam (with some

from Tinian and Saipan), and Spoehr remarked that "slingstones are to the Marianas as

projectile points are to the United States" (1957:137). He was pessimistic, however,

about the "usefulness of slingstones as time indicators... .The potential variation in form

is not great enough to provide a clear-cut medium of expression for stylistic change"

(1957:137). Nevertheless, Thompson's work suggests there may be some locally

distinctive traits. She found that the variation in material correlated with the geology of
Guam (Thompson I97I U9321 :51), while her classification of four types based on

shape (1971 [932]:50) was insufficient to encompass the variety observed by

Takayama and Intoh in the 130 complete examples recovered from the Chukienu shell

midden on Tol, Truk, in the central Carolines, for which they devised another typology

(Takayama and Intoh (1978:26).

Archaeological examples are restricted to the last 800 years or so in the Carolines, but

the pointed-end kind is not recorded from Pohnpei despite the importance of this

weapon historically. Likewise, there are no archaeological examples of the pointed-end

variety from eastern Micronesia, where narratives record natural cobble missiles (R.

and G. York, pers. comm.2004).

Slingstones summary

Continuity in the use of shaped slingstones is the most parsimonious explanation for

slingstones in the SE-RF-2 Lapita site, and in multiple sites at the end of the Reef-Santa

Cruz sequence. However, the case is not unimpeachable, as there are no shaped

slingstones in Reef-Santa Cruz sites bridging the time gap, and although the narratives

record stones as missles, they do not record slingshots or shaped missiles.

STONE ADZES

Ethnographic evidence

Codrington included the Cruzians among those users of shell rather than stone tools, a

grouping which included the Torres and Banks Islanders, and differentiated them from

the inhabitants of the Solomon Islands (excluding Rennell and Bellona) and Vanuatu

who used stone adzes and chert flakes (19721189ll:16,313). It is unsurprising then,

that there is scant mention of stone adzes in the historic naratives. Labillardidre

observed that the Cruzians hafted metal chisels in the same way as their "stone

hatchets" (1971[1800]:427-428). In A.D.l892,Dewar saw a man in Carlisle Bay using
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a stone adze to hollow out a canoe (1892:249). Koch's (1971) ethnological study is

more informative. He reported that stone adzes of rectangular or round cross section

were used on the coral islands - these must be imports. The adze size determined

whether it was used for the rough working stages of house and boat building, or shaping

wooden objects such as bowls, or for precision woodworking (Koch 197l:136-7). Men

from the eastern Reef Islands obtained rocks from Santa Cnu, and ground them into

"angled adze blades of a typical 'square'-shape with a trapeziumJike cross-section and

rounded offedges" (1971:136-7). The stone adzes he illustrates (1971: Fig.l15 I and

II) include two of West Polynesian form, Green's (1971) Samoan Type V, the uneven

quadrangular type. One has probably been reworked at the poll and would originally

have been longer. One adze of Cruzian stone, which has a rounded rectangular section,

is very long for its narrow width, and may have been reworked, as it does not, in this

form, fit any particular typology (Koch 1971:Fig.l15 II, a). One thin, elliptical/oval

sectioned adze is of the "Melanesian type", although there may be some confusion

about its material as the illustration says stone and the text says shell. The fifth adze

obtained from Fenualoa but made from Cruzian stoneo is similar to the adze from SE-

RF-3 (see below), oval in section, with one flat side. Finally, the large "cylindrical"

adze made in Taumako and exported to Pileni is of unknown stylistic affiliation (Koch

1971: Fig.l15 I, a). It is somewhat like Green and Davidson's (1974:134) Type Vb

from Su-Sa-3, i.e. an "early Polynesian adze with apparent Melanesian connections".

Archaeological evidence

An adze of foliated metavolcanic greenschist was surface collected from SE-RF-3 in

1976 (See Fig.6.3 and Table 6.6). The petrographic report by W. Dickinson is attached

as Appendix 6.1. Possible sources include the metamorphic belt of New Caledonia or

the Pacific fringe of the Solomon chain - Malaita/Ulawa and Santa Isabel. In plan view,

the adze is quadrilateral in shape, tapering from the cutting edge to the poll, which is

burnt and damaged. In side view, it also tapers to the poll longitudinally. Most of the

surface (excluding the poll) is well ground, although some cortex and chipping scars

remain. Both bevel and cutting edge are damaged. The cutting edge shows use wear

damage. The bevel is slightly convex. The adze is oval in cross section, with one side

slightly flatter than the other, and could be accommodated within the Lapita adze

typology.

Two other objects from SE-RF-3 - one excavated and one collected - were accessioned

as possible adze fragments, but this identification could not be established inefutably

for either case (See Table 6.6). Artefact ,4'63 is an intermediate volcanic rock, has a

smooth surface, is burnt, and may be part of a cobble (Fig. 6.ab). A piece of slightly

altered andesite interpreted as an axeladze fragment formed part of the ethnographic
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collection (see Fig.6.4a) This object has a rounded surface, and a hole in the back

suggestive of heat spalling, and may also be a fragment of a boulder.

Local comparisons

I have no information concerning stone adzes from late sites excavated by McCoy and

Cleghorn except for an adze fragment in "metamorphic(?) rock" excavated from layer

IV at Mateone, which is typologically uninformative (McCoy accession data).

However, to the West Polynesian type adzes reported by Koch (1971) can be added the

adzes of Samoan form and raw material from Taumako and Nupani (Best et al. 1992).

Adzes surface collected and excavated from the late sites of Kahula and Kongo on

Taumako were previously sourced to different locales within the Tataga Matau basalt

quarry on Tuituila island, American Samoa. Another surface specimen from Na Mugha

village, San Cristobal, may also derive from Tataga Matau, and an adze surface

collected from Nupani clusters on the basis of geochemical analysis with samples from

the east Tutuila Asiapa quarry (Best et al.1992:54). More recent assessments would be

less specific about source, and simply say qua:ries on Tutuila.

Adzes of fine grained oceanic basalt, made in forms known from West Polynesia were

also recovered from ethnographic contexts on Tikopia, but have not been analysed

geochemically. Their placement within the Tikopian sequence was inferred from 16

adze chips recovered in excavation, and interpreted as evidence of adze use or

rejuvenation rather than manufacture. One such flake was derived from the Sinapupu

phase, and the others were from the Tuakamali phase, so the West Polynesian type

adzes were interpreted as imports probably brought by immigrants from "Samoa,

Tong4 'Uvea, and elsewhere, as clearly related in oral traditions" (Kirch and Yen

1982:237). Only three adzes were found on Anuta, all surface collected. Two are of the

hog-backed form found in Western and Eastern Polynesia. The third is a a tangless adze

with reverse trapezoidal cross section (Kirch and Rosendahl 1973b:77). In Tikopia,

Anuta and Taumako, the material signature of Polynesian influence is not strong, nor is

it consistent from place to place. These adzes, although few in number, together

provide a stronger signal than any other single piece of evidence.

Turning to the earlier Reef-Santa Cruz sites, no stone adzes were recovered from

Ndvlad, or from SE-RF-l9. One compLete adze (layer IV), and two adze fragments

(one from "level II/VI?" and another of "greenstone" from layer IV) were excavated at

Mdailu (McCoy accession data). The adze is plano-lateral in shape and appears related

to the Lapita form except that the sides are reduced at an angle making one face

nflrower than the other. Another piece of "worked greenstone" was found in a

decorated pottery layer (VI) at this site. No sourcing studies have been reported for
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these materials. The green colour, however, is consistent with the colour of the rocks

chosen for Lapita adzes.

Four adze forms are characteristic of the Lapita Cultural Complex: rectangular, oval to

rounded, planoJateral and plano-convex (Green 2003:16). Green (1979) has reported

the adzes from the three Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita sites. The results of petrological

studies have been discussed by Green (1976), and Dickinson et al. (1978), and are

remarkable for the significant number of imported materials, and the extraordinary

distance over which some had travelled. The farthest is represented by muscovite-

garnet-schist (glitter) found in both SE-RF-2 and SE-SZ-8, originating from New

Guinea, probably the D'Entrecasteaux islands. Closer to home are adzes derived either

from the pre-Miocene basement rocks of the Solomon Islands proper (from

Guadalcanal, Florida, Santa Isabel and San Cristobal), or from the Warahito Lavas of
San Cristobal. Even the closest possible source (San Cristobal) is still over 350 km.

distant. (One of four exotic adzes assigned to the Kiki phase on Tikopia also probably

originated in the central or western Solomons (Kirch and Yen 1982:236)). Santa Cruz

itself also provided raw materials for adzes. In addition to the imported adzes in the

Reef Islands Lapita sites, oven stones were collected either from Santa Cruz, or

possibly Tinakula, a practice reported ethnographically (Green 1976:260). The lithic

ovenstones from SE-RF-l9 (listed in Table 2.1) were necessarily imports, and

presumably derived from the same source(s).

A fondness for green coloured stone is exhibited in the choice of raw materials in

Green's Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita sites, a preference also apparent in Mdailu (in

decorated and plain ceramic layers - see above), and Lapita sites elsewhere (Best 1989,

Green l99l:12, Sand 2001). There is no evidence for this preference in late Reef-Santa

Cruz sites, a change which accords with the New Caledonia case, where use of the dark

green rock in which most of the polished Lapita adzes were made was confined to the

Lapita period (Sand 2001). "Glitter" has also been reported from New Caledonian

Lapita site 13, where it is of local origin (Sand, Dickinson and Green ms. in prep.) In

the Reef-Santa Cruz sites, there is no evidence for this material in any plainware

contexts, so its use is short-lived.

OTHER STONE TOOLS

A number of artefacts from SE-RF-3 and SE-RF-l9 have been interpreted as

manufacturing tools of various sorts. In most cases, there are only a few examples of
each tool, and some are represented by a single specimen. While some of the larger

objects are definitely artefacts, the status of others is less secure. The patchy
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distributions do not provide a robust base from which to make arguments about

continuity and change.

Stone knife

Surface collected from SE-RF-3 was a flaked stone knife of intermediate volcanic rock

with homblendes - see Fig.6.5. It is bifacially flaked, reduced for hafting, ffid shows

edge damage with slight retouch only. No mention of such knives has been found in

the ethnographic literature. Yen's excavation at Naiavila produced an object in reddish

volcanic stone that informants described as the tip of a "custom" knife, but Yen was

not persuaded that such manufacture or use could be substantiated (Yen 1976b:215-

216 and Fig. 66 upper right). A flake of porphyritic volcanic stone from a late village

site on Vanikoro was interpreted as a possible knife or scraper, but may be an expedient

tool as no mention was made of purposeful manufacture (Kirch 1983:107). This is a

unique object, with no comparable examples in contemporaneous or earlier sites.

Hammerstones

Smallish pebbles of intermediate volcanic rock were excavated from both SE-RF-3

(A15 and Al) and SE-RF-I9 (A3). Both examples from SE-RF-3 are blunt ended

pebbles which show areas of light hammering, as indicated in Fig.6.6 c and d. The

example from SE-M-19 is lighter and smaller than those from SE-RF-3, and retains

evidence of hammering (Fig.6.7b).

A hammerstone was also recovered from Dai (McCoy accession notes). This is a

slightly larger version of the ones described above. Although absent from the Reef-

Santa Cruz Lapita sites, and apparently from the Kiki phase on Tikopia, hammerstones

are present from the beginning of the New Caledonia sequence (Sand 2001:81).

Sharpenin g stones-abraders

Artefact A-59 from SE-RF-3 is an oval shaped cobble of intermediate volcanic rock,

which lacks obvious use wear, but has a piece evulsed from the back, as indicated in

Fig.6.6c. Abrading tools, apparently of quite expedient size and shape, were common in

Mateone, and were recovered from layers III - VI. The materials are diverse - "basalt?",

other unspecified stone, "beach conglomerate (?)" and "claystone". Two examples from

Mateone are reported to have grooves (McCoy and Cleghorn accession data).

Abraders are not numerous in earlier sites. Two basalt examples excavated from late

ceramic and aceramic layers at N6vlaci are of irregular shape. Abraders have not been

reported from the Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita sites.
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The Reef-Santa Cruz sites seem to lack standardised forms of abraders, which are

documented from other locations. Scoria abraders in Lapita and post-Lapita sites in

Vanuatu, for example, could be divided into two forms - grooved abraders, and those

with "flat ground surfaces" (Bedford and Spriggs 2002:146). From the Emo phase on

Vanikoro were recovered 12 abrading stones with small depressions, for grinding beads

(probably Conus). Similar stones were reported from Taumako (Leach and Davidson

pers. comm. to Kirch 1983:104). On New Caledonia, however, abraders were also

somewhat indistinct. "Polishing stones" (abraders) are present through most of the New

Caledonia sequence, and reflect their local geology (Sand 2001:80, 87 Table 87). They

are most diverse in form and size in the Lapita period, with a trend to larger sizes over

time (Sand 2001:80).

Pestle-type pounder

An elongated object of intermediate volcanic rock, showing flattened ends due to

hammering was excavated from SE-RF-I9 (A-5, see Fig.6.7a). A similar but somewhat

larger object, used at both ends, was recovered from SE-RF-2, and was interpreted as a

nut cracking pestle. Another pestle, of less regular shape, was excavated from a

plainware context at Mdailu (McCoy and Cleghorn accession data).

Pumice

Very few pieces of pumice have been reported from Reef-Santa Cruz sites, and these

show no standardisation of forms. One small piece of pumice, possibly with a cut, was

recovered from SE-RF-3. A round, shaped piece of black pumice (possibly a net float

or gourd stopper) was excavated from SE-RF-2. A roughly triangular piece of pumice

from Mateone was interpreted as an abrader.

Stone artefacts not represented at SE-RF-3 or SE-RF-l9, but present in other

Reef-Santa Cruz sites.

As was the case with shell omaments, some stone artefacts are not represented in the

two new sites, but are known from other Reef and Santa Cruz sites. Of these, two are

well-formed objects from Lapita sites, while the rest are more amorphous in form.

A small meta-basalt chisel was excavated from SE-RF-6, the raw material of which

derives from a Solomons source (Green 1976:259). No examples of comparable tools

have been documented from any younger Reef-Santa Cruz sites. Kirch (1988:193

Fig.l l5 (b)) excavated the bevel end of a small stone chisel from NT-100 in association

with plainware ceramics on Niuatoputapu. This was well polished, and circular in cross

section.
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A stone bowl, or pounding cup (A-109), was excavated from SE-RF-2. Stone bowls

are not known either ethnographically (mortars and bowls were made of wood) or

archaeologically from the late part of the sequence, and therefore at present this object

cannot be dismissed as intrusive into the site, although I cannot locate any comparable

examples in the Lapita literature. Specht (2003:130 Table 6) reports a "stone dish"

collected by Meyer at Watom as being "definitely or probably of pottery age", but this is

not illustrated.

Nut crackers were reported from SE-SZ-8, SE-RF-2, plainware layers at Mdailu, and

from Dai. They vary in size and cross-section, but tend to be either rounded (discoidal)

or elongated in shape. Grinding stones were reported from SE-SZ-8 and from

Mateone, the latter consisting of a flat stone with depressions. A rubbine stone was

reported from SE-SZ-8 only. One whetsone and one sharpening stone were excavated

from plainware layers at Mdailu. They are again of inegular form. A small fishine

weieht was reported from SE-RF-2. Two net sinkers - one from the surface of SE-RF-2

and the other from Dai - are slightly waisted in shape.

Other manuports - SE-RF-3 and SE-RF-I9

Two cobble-type manuports were recovered from SE-RI-3. A quartz diorite cobble

was surface collected from SE-M-3, and exhibits some evidence of low impact

hammering (see Table 6.6). This cannot have originated from within the Santa Cruz

group, but possible sources include central Vanuatu (Malo and Santo) or the large

islands of the main Solomons (Choiseul, Santa Isabel, Malaita, Guadalcanal, San

Cristobal) (Dickinson 2004 - see Appendix 6.1 for petrographic report). A small

fractured cobble of a fine erained basalt or volcanic sediment (the latter being more

likely - I. Smith pers. comm. 2004) was excavated from SE-RF-3 (Table 6.6). Three

cobble-type manuports were recorded from SE-RF-2. Two were rounded cobbles with

flattened sections, and the third was a round water-rolled stone with a thin cross

section.

Table 6.7 lists assorted fragments of basaltic tephra, sedimentary and volcanic rock

fragments, and other materials excavated from SE-RF-I9. Most appear to be

unmodified. Only a couple of similar fragments were found in SE-RF-3.

The basaltic tephra, which is red, might have been a pigment stone (Green accession

notes), but only one piece looks as if it has been ground. However, a few pieces of

similar material (based on accession drawings), which were described as worked or

ground haematite, were recovered from the surface and plainware layers at Mdailu

(McCoy and Cleghorn accession data). No information concerning this material was
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furnished for Nd,vla6, Dai or Mateone, but three pieces of worked haematite or volcanic

weathering product, showing evidence of grinding, were found at VK-10 (Emo phase)

and VK-20 Qate village site) on Vanikoro. Kirch conjectured they may have been used

as a pigment (Kirch 1983:107). Three small nodules of ochre and a ground/incised red

stone were excavated from Mateone.

The ethnographies refer to various dyes or pigments, but these are usually derived from

plants. The possible use of betel and lime to colour arows was referred to above. On

Taumako, a nutmeg paste was used for the same purpose (Quiros in Markham

1967119041:230). On Santa Cntz, indigo dye was made from a "tall branching shrub"

(Quiros in Markham 1967119041:51). This might be Sophora tomentosa I., the bark

and roots of which produce dark blue dye (Yen 1973: 37). The red and white hair

colour described by the Spanish might result from turmeric root and lime, respectively

(r973:37).

Worked stone summary

Raw materials in the late sites are predominantly intermediate volcanics and

miscellaneous volcanic rocks of local origin, either from Santa Cruz or Tinakula,

representing a reduced range over which materials are acquired. The schist adze

surface collected from SE-RF-3 seems likely to be a Lapita-period remnant when

viewed in the context of the other lithic sources in use at the time. Over time, and

probably commencing during the plainware period, stone adzes became relatively

unimportant relative to shell adzes, a situation which persisted to the end of the

sequence. As local stone (from Santa Cruz) was also employed for adzes in the Lapita

period, it could be argued that this change resulted from choice rather than

environmental constraints, particularly as SE-RF-I9 still contains chert of
Ulawan/Malaitan origin, which indicates that access was maintained to at least some

main Solomons resources. The adzes that were manufactured from Cruzian stone

(Koch l97l) are quite variable in form, and include some that could be accommodated

in a Lapita typology, the "Melanesian" form, ild others with no obvious stylistic

affrliations. The Lapitachisel and stone bowl have no late parallels.

At the late end of the sequence, this area is a participant in the process which sees adzes

of West Polynesian form and Samoan material distributed over a wide area, extending

as far as San Cristobal, and including Tikopia, Anuta and Taumako. This contact is

insufficient to introduce the grooved celts found on San Cristobal (Green 1976:138)

and Santa Ana (Davenportl9T2b:180-182) into the Reef-Santa Cruz lithic suite.
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WORKED CORAL

Ethnographic evidence

Canoes were fashioned in the Reef Islands using a gouge or chisel of human bone or

hard stone, and finished by polishing either with shark skin or a coral branch used as a

rasp (Girieud and Herrenschmidt 1898:106). Coral branches were used to polish the

inside of Trochus rings (Speiser 1916:96), and sinkers for seine nets were made from

pieces of coral (or shells) (Speiser l916:93). On the Western Reef islands, a chunk of

coral was fastened onto a shaped wooden shaft to make a grater for bananas, manioc

and other tubers. The Pileni rulme for the implement was olo mona (Koch 197l:68).

Coral was also used to shape into beads the apices of small Conus shells that had been

perforated and strung onto a stick (Koch 1971:106).

Archaeological evidence

Although Poulsen (1987) recognised repeated coral file forms, in the Reef-Santa Cruz

case comparison of coral tools suffers from the problem of rather nondescript forms,

which apparently owe more to the natural shape of the creature than obvious

modification. Six objects of worked coral were excavated from SE-RF-3 (see Table

6.8). Two objects found in the same excavation unit - a slightly waisted, smooth piece

of coral, fractured at one end, and another flattish piece of coral with a slight

depression (A-13 and A-12, Fig.6.8 b &c) - may have been a coral pounding set. A

split coral cobble, with slightly rounded depressions on each side (4-60, Fig.6.8d) may

have been used for cracking nuts. Two other objects were accessioned as pounding

stones. One (A-57) had a flattish surface, possibly ground, and is waisted, the indent on

one side at least appearing to be man-made. A groove (not recent damage) is visible on

one surface, perhaps for sharpening bone tools (Fig.6.8f1. The second pounding stone

was of a different form , made of branch coral (A-14, Fig.6.8a). Both ends are

smoothed from use and the thinner end is slightly bevelled. The sixth object (Artefact

A-61, Fig.6.8c) is a piece of coral in original condition, with the side branches broken

off. It may have been intended to be a rasp, but shows no evidence of such use.

Of the coral objects described from SE-RF-3, only the waisted nut crackers have

obvious parallels in other sites. These were also present in Ntivlad (layer "VIII?", and

IV), and in Mdailu (above layer V). An elongated, but less clearly waisted example was

also recovered from layer II at Mdailu (McCoy accession data). A large coral nut

cracker (22cm long) was left in SE-RF-2 (A-102), but this is the only example from a

Reef-Santa Cruz Lapita site.
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Two coral files were excavated from layer VIII of Ncivlati one apparently a piece of

branch coral, but the other of less certain form. Branch coral files were also excavated

from Mateone (layers III, and IV), and coral abraders from layers IV and VI. A

grindine slab was collected from the surface at Mdailu, and a coral whetstone from

layer III (McCoy accession notes).

Regional comparisons

Adventitious use of corals is common in this region and, judging from the published

reports and ethnographies, there is little that is culturally distinctive about the

manufacture of coral tools.

CHANGES IN LITHICS - REGIONAL COMPARISONS

Comparisons of rates of change with other sequences are perhaps less helpful in regard

to lithic objects, as the trajectory of lithic traditions is influenced considerably by the

availability of suitable materials, and their working properties. In Tikopia, where

suitable sources are lacking, there are no stone adzes after those assigned to the Kiki

phase, until the imported Polynesian forms appear late in the sequence. On New

Caledonia, on the other hand, there is an abundance of good lithic materials. There,

certain Lapita adze forms are confined to the Lapita period only, as are stone drill

points, the selection of dark green rock for adzes, and soft rocks with deep cupules

(Sand 2001:84, 87 Fig.9). Long oval-sectioned adzes are made for some time after the

Lapita period but of phtanite, and they are heavier and longer than earlier ones. Nut

crackers, and possibly long picks (less certainly as none has been recovered from

excavations) also continue for a time after the Lapita period (Sand 2001). Only

polishing stones (which were locally variable depending on what resources were

available), and discoid flakes (of changing materials but constant technique as this was

most appropriate for the lithic materials found in the Grande Terre), survived from the

Lapita period right through the sequence (Sand 2001). Stone hammers were present at

all periods, but are insuffrciently studied to evaluate variability over time (Sand

2001:81).

There was a marked change in adze forms during the first millennium A.D., with the

appearance of axes in new materials (serpentine or semi-nephrite). Adze and axe forms

continued to evolve over the second millennium A.D. The "hache ostensoir" axe

characterisic of New Caledoni4 which was exchanged through trade networks,

appeared in this period. Modified slingstones apppeared only in the late part of the

prehistoric sequence (Sand 2001:81). No net sinkers are known from the Kon6 period,

but they are found thereafter, in different forms and rock types.
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On Vanuatu, Bedford and Spriggs (2002:149) observed that non-ceramic artefacts from

the Lapita period (3000-2800 B.P.) are poorly represented. Although Hedrick (n.d.)

reported stone adzes of plano-lateral and plano-convex cross section from Malo, stone

adzes are rare in the Vanuatu record. Two small, fully ground basalt adzes with

elliptical cross sections were recovered from immediately post-Lapita deposits (ca2700

B.P.) at Ponamla and Malua Bay. A third adze from the Arapus site was small with a

rectilinear cross-section, and may date to a similar period as one of comparable form

from the Erueti site. The authors stated that adze forms for this period (2800-2500 B.P.)

are likely to have been more diverse, based on Garanger's work at Erueti. Larger stone

flakes derived from adze or other manufacturing were recovered from Ifo and

Mangaasi. Abraders of two forms, and made of scoria, pumice or sandstone, were

excavated on Efate and Erromango. These forms were present in Lapita and post-

Lapita deposits at Ifo and Ponamla (ca 3000-2000 B.P.). Bedford and Spriggs remarked

that "They are a ubiquitous artefact form through time and space, where any variation

appears to be largely restricted to the choice or availability of raw materials" (Bedford

and Spriggs 2002:147). A triangular sectioned stone formed by grinding was

recovered from Malua Bay (ca 2700 B.P.). Exotic stone has not been found in post-

Lapita contexts, suggesting that "long-distance connections may have begun to break

down soon after Lapita settlement' (Bedford and Spriggs 2002:149). A new artefact

form, a flaked basalt disc identical in size and form to a Tridacna shell version, was

recovered from Ifo c.2500-2000 B.P.

EUROPEAI\ OBJECTS

Objects of European derivation were excavated only from SE-RF-3.

Table 6.9 European Objects in SE-M-3

Artefact
ID#

Provenience Depth
(cm)

Description

A4 O 26laver l. level 2 t0-20 dark green bottle glass with micro scars.

3.85gms. L=l.7cm, W:1.9 cm, Tx:0.6cm
See Fie. 6.9.

A7 O27laver l.level2 l0-20 verv corroded metal obiect- ? adze blade

A8 P 27 laver l. level 3 20-30 very corroded metal obiect with pointed hook.

The microscars on the glass fragment (A4) may have been from reworking. A few of
the glass fragments excavated by McCoy and Cleghorn from Mateone and Dai sites

showed evidence for secondary chipping and flaking (McCoy accession data). The

range of glasses recovered from these two sites was wider, including clear, green and

brown glasses. Bottle fragments and glass were also recovered from the Naiavila

complex (Yen 1976b), and from the Napo village midden mound (Kirch n.d).
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Only two metal objects were excavated from SE-RF-3. Metal fragments, nails, rings

and brass wire were recovered from Mateone and Dai (McCoy accession data); and a

steel blade fragment, a:res and knives from Naiavila (Yen 1976).

Other objects found in late sites but not in SE-RF-3 include pieces of clay pipe (Dai and

Naiavila), and glass beads (Dai, Mateone and Naiavila). European ceramics were rare

in any site (one piece from Mateone), and plastic beads and other assorted plastic

objects were confined to Mateone (McCoy accession data).

Broadly the same classes of objects were recovered from Tikopia (Kirch and Yen

1982:272) and Anuta (Kirch and Rosendahl 1973b). Kirch and Rosendatrl remark that

"[b]oth the variety and number of European artefacts recovered during the Anuta

excavations were quite restricted" ( I 973b:90).

DISCUSSION

The under-representation of bone artefacts from early sites complicates comparisons.

Continuity in a generic sense is evidenced by needles and awls, and the use of Pteropus

bone. Artefacts in late sites that lack earlier precursors include bone arrow points, and a

perforated bone ear ornament (from the Mateone site). In the former case, the use of
bows and anows for combat, of composite arrows, tips of human bone, and poisoned

iurows have parallels in neighbouring sequences. In the latter case, the geographic

distribution of this ornarnent could not be established. The bone "spear point" from SE-

RF-2 has no later parallels. The tattooing equipment from the historic period is not

Lapita-derived, but diversification in needle material is not unusual in a wider

geographical context, at which scale no patteming is apparent.

Obsidian has been recovered from plainware contexts, but with the Banks Islands as

major source, not Talasea. A single piece of obsidian from Umrei in SE-RF-l9 attests

to continued contacts with the west. Obsidian distribution in late sites appears to be

circumscribed, raising the possibility that procurement was on a very localised scale.

This is so in the wider area as well, as no obsidian has been reported from late sites on

Anuta, Vanikoro or Taumako. Banks islands obsidian appears to be used exclusively in

the late period.

Chert use continues in association with plain ceramics. The Mdailu materials have not

been sourced, but SE-RF-l9 contains samples from the three sources that are found in

Green's Lapita sites. In terms of technology, points were found in the Lapita sites, and

in Mdailu in designated plainware layers (i.e. above layer V). Chert use apparently
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declines over time, as McCoy and Cleghom's late period Santa Cruz sites contained

only small amounts, and none was recovered from SE-RF-3.

Continuity in Lapita stone adze forms into plainware contexts is evidenced by one adze

found in Mdailu. The preference for greenstone apparently also survived into

plainware contexts in the same site. "Glitter" is confined to two of Green's Lapita sites

at this point. Stone tools become less important over time, and shell tools predominate

in the late period. Despite some continuity in Mdailu, the absence of exotic adzes from

SE-RF-l9, and local derivation of the assorted lithic materials in that site suggests the

change is already underway during the plainware period, and there may be differential

access to exotic materials. Contraction of the range over which raw materials were

acquired is also evidenced in adzes and other lithics from late sites, in which materials

of local origin (Santa Cruz itself or Tinakula) predominate. The schist adze from SE-

RF-3 is probably a Lapita remnant. The late period adzes are of variable form and no

particular stylistic affiliation except for the West Polynesian style adzes, distributed

over a wide area from San Cristobal to Taumako and Tikopia.

Stone objects such as hammerstones and abraders are not very informative as to

continuity or change. The same can be said of coral tools, the forms of which seem to

owe more to the original shape of the creature than subsequent modification.

In summary, there are quite significant discontinuities between the bone and lithic

contents of early (ceramic) and late sites, and few convincing candidates for continuity.
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Table 6.2 Obsidian and Volcanic Glass - SE-RF-l9

Artefact/
Sample #

Square Layer Level Source Weight
(gms)

Length
(mm)

width
(mm)

Tr (mm)

Ercavated
A100 PP-OO 48-49 1 1 Banks 0.3 t7.38 9.25 2.32

4101 PP-OO 48.49 I I Banks 0.57 13.96 L3.52 3.97

A102 SS.TT 48.49 I 1 Banks 0.18 16.11 7.3 1.49

A103 PP.QQ 48.49 I I Banks o.57 14.56 1 1.83 3

4104 SS.TT 48.49 1 1 Banks 2.r4 2T.L4 10.94 8.44

A105 w.ww-48-49 1 2 ? Banks* o.27 10.4 5.78 5.86

Surface Collected
SE-RF-19 mound

A2L A.B-C rt4-45-46 surface Banks 7.O3 2t.63 t9.71 14.o2

428 A-B.C 35-36-37 surface Banks 1.13 18.31 L2.97 4.lt

432 J.K.L 68.69-70 surface Banks 5.51 24.84 20.9 10.1

433 G-H-t 62-63-64 surface Banks 1.58 23.31 13.57 7.95

434 P.Q-R 59-60-61 surface Admiralty
(Umrei)

L.77 23.88 19.81 3.8

A35 G-H-t 68-69-70 surface Banks 4.79 29.O3 15.9 1 1.93

Surface of Mound B

A16 South-east slope surface Banks 0.83 t6.22 L4.97 4.24

Ar7 South-east slope surface Banks 10.04 34.49 27.t5 11.15

NOTES:
1) A33, A34 and A16 are fragments of flakes.
2) * A105: Not analysed by PIXE'PIGME. Gross morphology suggests Banks source
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Figure 6.1 Worked bone - SE-RF-3. a) Z-1, N25 Layer 1 Level 8; b) A-36, N25
Irvel 9; c) Z-3, N26 I^ayer 1 Level 6; d) A-28, N27 Layer 1 Level 7; e) A-18, O-25
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Figure 6.2 Slingstones. All surface collected from site SE-RF-33, near Otelo village.
a) Sl; b) 52; c) 54; d) 53; e) 55.
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Figure 6.4 Adze fragments - SE-RF-3. a) El, Ethnographic collection ; b) 4-63, N25,
level 12.

------------r
0123cm

Figure 6.5 Stone *knife" - SE-RF-3.
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Figure 6.6 Abrader, hammerstones & pounder - SE-RF-3. a) A-15, N-25 Level 12;

b) A-1, O-27 Layer I Level 1; c) A-59, P-25 Level 12;d) 5-6, Surface collection.
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Figure 6.7 Hammerstone and pounder - SE-RF-I9. a) A-5, pestle-type.pounder,
WW-48 layer 2level 7; b) A-3, hammerstone, PP-QQ 48-49,layer 2,3'o level and

feafures.
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Figure 6.8 Worked coral - SE-RF-3. a) A-14, O-27[-ayer 1 Level3; b) A-13, P-25
I-ayer I Level 4; c) A-12,P-25 Layer I Level 4; d) 4-60, P-25 kvel 12; e) A-61,

P-25 Level 12; f) A-57,P-27 I-evel ll.
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Figure 6.9 European glass- SE-RF-3. a) A4,O-26Layer I I-evel2.
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Plate 6.1 Carved arow shaft - Kahula site, Taumako.

Green.
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Plate 6.2 Slingstones - Kahula site,Taumako. Photograph supplied by R. Green.



CHAPTER SEVEN

CERAMICS

INTRODUCTION

"Ceramic change is not simply a function of altered postmarital residence

patterns or of the immigration of new peoples."
Kramer (1985:95).

As noted in Chapter Two, McCoy and Cleghorn postulated that decorated Lapita

ceramic assemblages and undecorated assemblages in penecontemporaneous sites

represented "two separate but temporally over lapping cultural traditions in the region"

(1983:113). They prefened to call the Reef-Santa Cruz and other plainwares in the

region "eastern Melanesian plainware" following Green (1985), thus distinguishing it

from both the Lapita decorated assemblages, and Polynesian Plain Ware, which they

regarded as stylistically different (1988:113). This chapter examines the relationship

between the undecorated component of certain Reef-Santa Cnn Lapita assemblages,

and the undecorated ceramics found in sites having an exclusively (or almost so)

plainware content, with the aim of determining whether the plainwares are related. For

my purposes, "plainware" indicates that the body of the vessel lacks the decorative

techniques, design system and motif inventory diagnostic of Lapita assemblages. The

rims of plain-bodied pots may be decorated.

As the quote from Kramer (above) indicates, explanations for change in ceramic

assemblages now canvass many more possibilities than the simplistic equation

attributed to culture historians that new ceramics are evidence of new peoples. In fact,

ceramic history is not necessarily a good proxy for social history, as Adams' (1979)

much quoted article points out, which is why this chapter is located towards the end of
the thesis rather than at the beginning. Adams found that significant political and

ideological changes affecting Nubia between A.D. 200-1550 for the most part were not

reflected in changes in decorated, industrially-produced ceramics, while some

significant stylistic changes in ceramics occurred without obvious extemal causes. It is

of interest, as this chapter concerns plainwares primarily, that Adams excluded

unpainted utility wares from his study because these changed little over the course of
the historic period (1979729). Rice (1987:468) has also discussed the difficulty of
correlating ceramic changes with specific economic, political or religious events.

Nevertheless, in some cases aspects of production are preserved following a migration.

Stark et al. (1993) found technological aspects of production of utilitarian ceramics
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(forming, surface treatrnent and choice of temper) suggested the presence of Hohokam-

affiliated migrants. In this case, migration was assessed as a more likely explanation

than exchange of ceramics because it was argued that the circulation of plain pottery

would probably be restricted to short-range local exchange networks that were

accessible within one day's travel. Researchers have argued on the basis of
technological and typological similarities that the first wheel-thrown pottery in Late

Iron Age Britain was made by immigrants or itinerant potters from Gaul, using local

clays (Rigby and Freestone 1997, cited in Tite (1999:224)).

In this chapter, coherence in plainware assemblages over time will be assessed for

morphological and technological atfributes. The constraints that operate on ceramic

production can be divided into three broad categories: i) environmental, technological

and economic factors, ii) physical properties required to meet performance criteria; and

iii) constraints arising from sociopolitical and cultural-ideological factors (Tite 1999).

The first two categories have been exhaustively researched in ethnoarchaeological and

laboratory-based analyses. The following pamgraphs give an indication of the sorts of
criteria that might be considered under each category, but are not exhaustive.

Environmental constraints include such factors as weather conditions, which may

restrict pottery making to a seasonal activity; or fuel availability which affects firing

regimes; as well as the local availability of suitable clays, tempering materials, and raw

materials for surface treatments (e.g. Arnold 1985; Rice 1987; Rye 1981). Under

technological factors, Tite (1999:216) considered how the plasticity of clays and

shrinkage on drying can be modified by the addition of different tempers, and how

these properties might affect the choice of forming techniques (1999:216). Economic

factors included the scheduling and locus of production - i.e. continuous or occasional

production, in workshops or at the household level.

The second category of constraints has to do with the properties required of utilitarian

vessels to fulfil their functions - these include impact resistance, thermal shock

resistance in cooking vessels, and effective cooling in water storage containers (e.g.

Braun 1983). A major assumption in evolutionary ceramic studies is that the intended

purpose of the vessel dictates its specific physical properties within fairly tight

parameters. Potters are deemed to be conservative in their choices because the

production process is technically challenging, and deviation from successful "recipes"

might cause vessels to fail - changes in fabric, for example, might cause vessels to

fracture during firing. In addition, motor habits associated with pottery manufacture or

specific methods of vessel use take some time to acquire, and once learned tend to

endwe.
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A different perspective on ceramic production choices is offered by those who attach

greater importance to social and symbolic factors (Tite's third category of constraints).

In a stimulating series of articles, Gosselain (1992, 1998, 2000; Gosselain and

Livingstone Smith 1995), for example, has opposed what he considers to be an over-

engineered approach to ceramic analysis, based on contrived laboratory analyses that

bear little relation to the actual conditions of ceramic use. Concepts such as mechanical

and functional fitness are "almost meaningless" in his view (1998:81). He has asserted

that there are functionally equivalent choices available at many steps of the

manufacturing process - e.g. in fashioning, clay preparation and tempering, choice of
fuel for firing or plants for organic coatings. Gosselain (1998) emphasised that the most

important constraints acting on technological choices arise from social contexts, such

as judgements about the amount of time to be devoted to potting or collecting

materials; the use of tools, facilities or locations already in use for other activities, and

the application of symbolic logic from other cultural domains, such as using a similar

technique and compound for sealing pots and healing wounds.

In an ethnographic study of Cameroon potters, he was able to differentiate categories of
manufacturing stages according to their durability or susceptibility to post-learning

alteration (Gosselain 2000). Techniques that are visible on the pot such as decoration

or postfiring treatments, and are technically flexible, can be acquired through post-

learning interactions. Techniques that are technically flexible but not visible on the pot -

such as clay selection, processing and firing - may be influenced by a more limited

number of people, such as friends and fellow potters. Fashioning techniques, however,

which leave no obvious evidence on the pot and rely on motor habits acquired while

learning to pot, are much more resistant to change.

The first section of this chapter introduces the analytical methodology followed, and the

assemblages studied. The following three sections discuss the morphological

characteristics of the assemblages. The technological aspects of the analysis are then

discussed. The final section places the pattern of ceramic change in Santa Cruz and the

Reef Islands into the wider geographic perspective.

ANALYTICAL METHOD

The assemblages reported in this chapter

Ethnographic statements about pottery

Pottery making was abandoned on Santa Crvz, on present evidence around 100 B.C. -

A.D. 100 (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988). While Quiros describes "plants in small pots

near their houses" in Graciosa Bay villages (Markham 196711904):50), this
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tantalising reference is apparently a misleading translation. The literal meaning is "as if
in pots", or perhaps, "in something like pots", the point being to distinguish plants

grown in a container of some sort from those planted directly in the ground (Ms.

Martinez, Spanish Dept, University of Auckland, pers. cornm. 1999). Interestingly,

while later observers mentioned plants of various kinds in and around villages, no-one

else noted plants in containers.

The only ceramics found in sites of the early historic period then, are ones deposited by

the Spanish themselves. Green (1973) has described pottery of Spanish origin in

Mendaffa's camp (SE-SZ-I) in Graciosa Bay. Similar pottery was found at Pamua,

thought to derive from the Almiranta that became separated from the fleet (Dickinson

and Green 1974). A single sherd also bearing testimony to a Spanish visit was

collected by Green from Taumako (Dickinson n.d.).

The archaeological assemblages

The assemblages studied were plainwares from sites SE-RF-l9 and SE-SZ-47

(N<ivlaci), and both decorated and plain assemblages from SE-SZ-33 (Mdailu). Several

hundred decorated and undecorated rim sherds from Green's Lapita sites (SE-SZ-8, SE-

RF-2) were examined, and 85 rims from undecorated pots provide the baseline for

comparison. The rims from SE-RF-6 were too small to be useful. A rim catalogue of
the three Lapita sites (including SE-RF-6) compiled by Donovan (1974) was also

consulted.

Morphological analysis

Sherds were identified as either rim, lip, neck, carination, base, shaped sherds (which

could not be assigned to one ofthe other classes ofdiagnostic sherds), or body sherds.

The available assemblages difler considerably in size, sherd condition and

fragmentation, and were recovered from sites containing different features. These

differences raise particular issues relating to rim orientation, estimation of vessel sizes,

and reconstruction of vessel forms which will be discussed below.

Rim orientati.on and estimates of vessel size

The method followed to orient rims was that described in Joukowsky (1980), in which

the rim edge is rotated back and forth on a horizontal surface until no light escapes

between the surface and the rim. Many rims in the assemblages studied were obviously

everted (inclined to the exterior of the vessel), but the orientation angle could not be

determined accurately. The accuracy of rim orientation determines the assessment of
whether or not vessels are restricted, and is important when comparing assemblages

reported by others. Working with S. Chiu in the laboratory, for example, I found that I
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systematically under-rotated rim sherds compared with her. This inter-observer

variation accords with Deboer's (1980) experiment which showed systematic and

significant differences between analysts in estimating both rim orientation angles, and

rim diameters. He warned, "Clearly the archaeologist should not attribute cultural

significance to variations in vessel shape and size that are more discriminating than the

precision of his measurement" (1980:133).

The rim descriptive categories employed in this study broadly follow those described by

Snow (Snow and Shutler 1985:20) Three categories of rim profile were recorded:

everted rims (inclined to the exterior of the vessel), inverted (inclined to the interior of
the vessel), and vertical. The everted category was further subdivided into everted

straight, everted curved, and everted flared (the rim is inclined to the exterior, but

somewhat uplifted at the lip).

Four categories were also defined for the rim profiles, which describe the relationship

between the inner and outer surfaces of the rim in cross section, as the rim proceeds

from neck to lip: parallel (little change in rim profile), converging (rim profile thins

towards the lip), barely converging (perceptible but less acute thinning), and diverging

(rim profile thickens towards the lip).

Rim radius and carination angles were measured using the brass curvature templates

employed by Felgate (2003). In addition to inter-observer differences noted above,

reliable radius estimates cannot be obtained from small rim fragments, or small

carination segments. (For example, Bedford (2000:92) suggested that at least 4-5cms of
the radius of lip sherds was required to provide a reliable estimate). In this study, I

found comparatively few rims or carinations were large enough to give a reliable

estimate using this method. Shoulder sherds were described either as hard carinations

exhibiting a delineated point of change in direction, or soft in which the change of
direction was not sharply delineated.

Lip notching of plain rim sherds was of three forms - diamond shaped notching (with

diamonds of different sizes), incision, and "stick" impression which left a wider

impression than the incised line, and appeared to have been made by pressing a rounded

tool into the clay.

Ves s e I fo rm r e constr uctio n

In her study of Green's three Lapita assemblages (SE-RF-2, SE-SZ-8 and SE-RF-6),

Parker (1981) commented on the viability of extrapolating entire vessel shapes from
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detached diagnostic fragments. She wrote,

"Whether particular or regular associations of specific types of rims, necks

or shoulders and bases can be recognised is not entirely clear. A number
of possible associations of this kind have been indicated but the number of
regular associations or disjunctions is not large and for the most part the
potters seem to have grouped features of various types rather freely
according to personal taste"

(Parker l98l:41).

Felgate (2003:320-321) also argued that rim forms are not suffrcient evidence on their

own from which to infer vessel form, and noted that he differed in this view from some

other researchers (e.g. Summerhayes and Wickler).

There are few sherds in this assemblage of sufficient size to extrapolate vessel form i.e.

few that preserve rim, neck and shoulder. Following Parker and Felgate, I have been

conservative in inferring vessel forms from rims, and have kept the rim types broad. In

some cases, as the illustrations demonstrate, different vessel forms are probably

encompassed within the same type. In the following descriptions of assemblages, I note

the presence of carinations but few base sherds could be identified.

Technological analysis

Petrographic analysis was conducted by W. Dickinson. Paste texture was assessed for

selected sherds using the diagram of Hypothetical Paste Textures in Snow and Shutler

(1985:24 Fig. l0). This schema assessed temper grain size (fine, medium and coarse),

and density (low, moderate and high), producing three categories of pastes: open (with

low grain density), medium (with moderate grain density) and dense (with high

density). Temper composition was recorded according to the quantity of calcareous,

pyroxenic, or feldspathic grains seen under X20 magnification. Sherd thickness was

measured for selected sherds.

No mechanical tests were conducted for firing temperatures, porosity or hardness.

Clough commented in his study of sherds from the Reef-Santa Cruz, that weathering

conditions have effected significant post-depositional alteration of sherds. The

weathering processes would "leave a weaker and more porous ceramic whose

composition only partly reflects the original, and any analysis of the cturent state of
variables such as porosity, toughness and firing temperature would not reflect those

originally present" (1992:178). The assemblages discussed in this chapter have not

been affected equally by chemical and physical weathering, so comparisons between

them may be spurious.
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GREEN'S LAPITA SITES - SE-RF-2, SE-SZ-8 and SE-RF-6.

Parker's analysis of the plainware component of decorated Lapita assemblages-

SE-RF-2, SE-S2.8 and SE-RF-6.

Parker (1931) described the rim and vessel forms found in sites SE-SZ-8, SE-RF-2 and

SE-RF-6, by decorative category. As vessels with undecorated bodies may have either

undecorated or notched rims, it is not clear whether her category of "plain" rims means

only those without notching. Her rim figures may, therefore, understate the plainware

examples. This difficulty does not apply to the vessel forms, which are described as

dentate, incised or plain.

Parker found the uncollared (direct), vertical neck rim was "very common" in both

decorated and plain vessels. The best represented rim categories were that uncollared

category (above), and three collared types which varied in their degree of eversion,

length and thickness. Three curved shoulder categories - slightly curved, flattened and

markedly curved - were found in both decorated and plain vessels, while one base form

(described as a "sharply rounded base with flat sides below the shoulder") was not

found in plain vessels (Parker 1981:39). I was not able to replicate Parker's types from

the illustrations and descriptions in her thesis, and so re-assessed a selection of larger

rim sherds from SE-RF-2 and SE-SZ-8.

Re-examination of plainware from these sites

I examined eighty-five rims from undecorated vessels - 55 from SE-RF-2 and 30 from

SE-SZ-8. Undecorated rim sherds from SE-RF-6 were too small to be useful.

Everted rimforms
There were four basic everted rim forms - the most numerous was the simple flared

(N:17) or outcurving form (N:27) from necked vessels; everted with complex lip

forms (N:13); and everted rims probably from bowls (N:4).

Flared and outcurving everted rims

The characteristics of the flared and outcurved forms are tabulated below. The summary

descriptions which follow do not necessarily total to the same figures as not all

attributes were measurable on all sherds.
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Table 7.1 SE-RF-2 and SE-SZ-8 -Everted Rims

Everted rim
form

N Converging
rim course

Parallel rim
course

Asymmetrical
flat lips

Continuous
diamond lip

notchins

Flared l7 ll 6 l0 l0

Curved 27 l0 t7 l3 9

As illustrated in Figs 7.1-7.4, these two broad rim categories subsume a lot of variation

in robusticity, rim tength and degree of eversion. Gradually out-turning elongated

necks, and shorter more abruptly outcurving necks with a more defined inflection point

are represented. However, in my view a finer-gtained typology subdividing these rims

further was not warranted given the relatively small sample size. The variation present

suggests a range of vessel sizes. Reliable measurement of radius were possible for nine

vessels, and ranged from 162-272mm. Most rims were of medium thickness, and

measurements of thickness across the lip varied as follows: 4-5mm N:3, 5-7mm N:20,

7-9mmN=10, 9+mm N:3.

Asymmetrical flat lips were the most common (N:22), with occasional sub-rounded to

rounded edges (N:4), and exterior thickening (N:7). Decoration on the interior marsin

of the lip is the most prevalent form of decoration, usually consisting of continuous

diamond-shaped notching (N:19), although two sherds have incisions and diamond

notching on the interior margin. Rarer variants on lip decoration include incision on the

exterior lip margin of a rounded lip (see Fig.7.l b); bilateral asymmetrical incision

using both lip margins (SE-SZ-S 20319), and diamond/incision across the lip (N:7).

Ev er t e d rims w ith c ompl ex/fac e te d forms
This category is differentiated from the commoner everted rims (above) by the

elaboration of lip forms rather then the orientation of the rim itself, and includes 14

rims with horizontal, pendant or expanded-rounded lips, from SE-RF-2 and SE-SZ-8

(see Fig. 7.5). There is considerable variation in vessel size, ranging from 85mm

radius, to >162mm, and >200mm. These appear to represent a range of vessel forms.

Lip decoration includes bilateral, asymmetrical incision (Fig. 7.5 a-c), and simple

diamond shaped notching and stick incision across the lip (Fig. 7.5, h&i). All examples

of the pendant forms (with lip expanded to the exterior) (Fig. 7.5 d-f) were found in

SE-SZ-8.

Everted rims - neckless vessels - ?bowls

Four rims appear to be from unrestricted vessels, and may be bowls (see Fig. 7.6 a-c,

although (a) is a small sherd and is only tentatively assigned to this group). Again there

is considerable variation in size, with the smallest at ca 62mm radius and the larger at
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185 mm. Three have flat, undecorated lips, while one (Fig. 7.6a) has deeply excised

notches across the lip.

Vertical rims

The only vertical rims located were from SE-SZ-8 (Fig.7.7 a&b), although Parker

(l9Sl) indicates the same form was also present in SE-RF-2. They have externally

thickened, rounded lips, lacking decoration. They represent vessels with restricted

necks, the thinner vessel is <52mm radius, and the thicker one (Fig.7.7a)72mmradius.

Inverted rims

One inverted rim was located, which exhibited brushing on the exterior (Fig.7.8). The

lip is undecorated.

Atypical rims

Fig.7.9 illustrates a number of unusual rim fragments of uncertain orientation. Given

the small size of most of them, it is not certain that they are actually from plain vessels.

One robust example from SE-SZ-8 may be part of a stand (Fig. 7.9e).

Vessel forms - Green's Lapita Sites

Table 7.2 summarises Parker's (1981) reconstruction of vessel forms. Parker identified

eight undecorated vessel forms, including flat bottom dishes, direct rim bowls, a range

of carinated vessels, a restricted vertical neck form, and globular pot with outcurving

rim, plus one bucket-shaped pot with rounded base. Of the commoner vessel forms, it
is noteworthy that there is no plain vessel form which does not also have at least a

dentate exemplar, and sometimes the same vessel form occurs in incised decoration as

well. A number of soft and angular carinations were located from the collections, and

are illustrated in Fig.7.10.

Spatial distribution of plain vessels within SE-RF-2

Parker (1981:80-96) plotted discard locations within site SE-RF-2 for 89

reconstructable vessels. She found two major distribution clusters, in the northern and

southern ends of the excavation. Of seven possible plain vessel forms in SE-RF-2, only

2 (Types I and 6) were able to be included in the spatial analysis. Type 1 vessels

(plain, dentate and incised bowls or plates) were concentrated in the northern

excavation area, but plain and dentate examples were also found in the southern area.

Type 6 vessels (globular pots) were found along with dentate examples in the northem

area of the site, but not beyond this area, although dentate examples also occurred in the

southern area. Parker's spatial analysis of sherd distribution provides no information on

the locus of use or discard of five plain vessel types. However, the limited evidence
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from the two plain vessel forms studied indicates that where there are plain vessels,

there are also dentate examples (but not vice versa).

SITE SE-S2.33 MDAILU, SAI\ITA CRUZ

Unpublished information provided by McCoy to Green indicated that 1,613 plain

sherds were recovered from this site, and 67 decorated sherds. For the following

discussion the decorated material is described first, and the undecorated subsequently.

Division on this basis, rather than on strict provenience, is necessary because

provenience data is unavailable for some decorated and undecorated sherds. As noted in

Chapter Two, layer V represents "the effective terminus of the Lapita ceramic tradition

at this site. The few incised sherds found above layer V can be readily atributed to

cultural and/or natural site formation processes" (McCoy and Cleghorn 1988:110).

Dentate and incised ceramics

Table 7.3 SE-SZ-33 - Decorated Sherds

Rims Carinations Shaped and
bodv sherds

Dentate 2 ll
lncised 4 2 29

Possiblv incised 2

?Finger pinch and
incisins

I I

Possibly decorated-
type uncertain

4

TOTAL 6 J 47

Note that the total number of decorated sherds is lower than the number indicated by

McCoy. Some of the difference arises because I have discounted as making marks

some lines previously interpreted as incision. Specific provenience data could not be

obtained for all these sherds, however of the 21 sherds whose provenience is known,

only two came from levels above layer V.

The larger rim sherds, carinations and shaped sherds from dentate and incised vessels

are illustrated in Figs.7.l I and 7 .12. For the most part, the decorated sherds indicated a

range of vessels that fit unproblematically into the Lapita suite - vessels with carinated

shoulders, a direct inverted vessel; a probable bowl with direct everted rim, and two

everted rims possibly of shallow bowls/dishes. The one measurable carination (N7-23)
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had an extemal radius of ca l85mm. Asymmetrical, bilateral lip notching is present on

one incised rim sherd N9-26 Fig.7.l1a).

Many decorated sherds were too small to permit motif identification. Motifs that were

recognisable include the following:

Table 7.4 SE-SZ-33 - Motifs

The undecorated component

This section describes rims which lack either dentate or incised decoration, but does

include some rims with lip notching, as well as undecorated rims. Not all proveniences

are known.

Everted rim sherds

Flared, outcurving and straight evertedforms

Everted rims from necked vessels are the commonest form of plain rim. Flared, curved

and straight rims are present, most with converging rim courses, and most of medium

and shorter length (see Figs 7.13-7.16).

Sherd no. On lio On bodv

M9-16
dentate

Donovan M91.2 formed with 4

dentate diagonal lines, with
addition of small o in each

triansle

Mr(2).1
M69.3 (2lines of RZ4 enclosing a line of
ooo)

M86.1(?)
M8-5
dentate

Lip decorated but eroded Possibly M60.(1).1 without the base zone

marker, OR M99(2).3 paired

discontinuous crescents, although these

do not ioin, OR A496.

18-23a&b
dentate

RZs
Ml.l
M6.1
unidentifiable zone marker below this

Qe-1s
dentate

RZ3
? Ms(2) or M14(2).1
(A version of Desisn Element 4)

09-4
incised

Built up of Design Element 6 and Design
Element 8. (Belongs to Ml8 group but is
new motif. S. Chiu pers. comm.2007\

N7-23
incised

?M24.4

N7-14
incised

Incised parallel circles in circular shape.

Something like N474 or RF-2 l54ll9
illustrated in Donovan 1973:80.
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Table 7.5 SE-SZ-33 - Everted Rims from Necked Vessels

Converging rim course Parallel rim
course

External
makine marks

Flared lonsF 4 medium:3 short: I I 7

Curved long: 7 medium: 12 0 l0

Straieht 7 I 4

All but three of the rims whose provenience is known come from levels above layer V

(ie most were excavated from plainware layers as designated by McCoy and Cleghom

1988). The three concerned were found in layer VI. One of these (M7-17) is the flared

rim with soft neck, parallel rim course, flat asymmetrical lip and interior edge notching,

precisely similar to SE-RF-2 examples. This form of elongated soft neck is very much

less common in later (Group III) plainware assemblages.

The sharply delineated asymmetrical lips common in Green's Lapita sites are present in

this assemblage in low frequencies (N:3). More typical of these rims is a flattish lip

with rounded edges (N:21). Twenty-four rims had decorated lips, while seven were

too eroded to determine if they had been decorated or not. As can be seen from the

drawings, the locus of lip decoration is commonly straight across the lip (N:17) or

diagonally across the lip (N:4). Notching of the interior lip margin (sometimes

extending part way across the lip) was present in three rims. Diamond notching is the

commonest decorative form (N:18), with "stick" notching (N:3) also present.

External making marks were observed on 2I of these rims - see Fig.7.13 a&b and

Fig.7.15 a&c for the typical appearance of deep indentations usually slightly below, and

running parallel with, the vessel neck. Such pronounced marks were not observed on

plain vessels from Green's Lapita sites, which had either smooth inflection points/necks

or very light marks. The heavier marks may indicate a different manufacturing method

for the rim, by attaching a clay strip.

A further 21 fragments of these everted rim types were recovered, l8 of which weighed

less than 3gms. The provenience of 19 of these fragments was known, and of these all

but five were recovered from above layers IV and above. Fifteen exhibit lip decoration,

two are too damaged to be able to discem if they were decorated or not. Diamond

notching across the lip is the most corlmon form of decoration (N:10), while two have

flat lips with notching on the interior lip margin.

Everted rims with complex/faceted lipforms
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Figure 7.17 illustrates the two complex rim forms from this site. One horizontal rim is

present (sherd N8-10a+b, Fig.7.l7a), which links to forms seen in Green's Lapita sites.

It was recovered from layer [V. The single pendant rim, (N8-9 Fig.7.17b) was

recovered from layer VI, i.e. associated with decorated pottery.

Everted rims - necHess vessels - ? bowls

Two bowls are illustrated in Fig.7.18. The robust uppermost example (18-22) is a direct

rim with asymmefiical flat lip, from layer V (decorated pottery association). The

thickness across the lip is l4.6mm, and the radius measured at the mouth is 232mm.

The thinner walled lower example (N8-2a-2h), with short everted rim, was found in

layer 1. It has a radius of ca 102mm at the mouth.

Atypical rims

Seventeen rim fragments were classed as atypical, of which a selection is illustrated in

Fig.7.l9. In all cases, the orientation angle is uncertain. Ten sherds have diamond

shaped notching. Deep diamond shaped notching or excision is shown on sherd H9-6

(layer unknown). This unusually robust notching is also found on a single sherd from

SE-RF-l9. The provenience of sherd M9-21 is also unknown, but the rim decoration -

two rows of dots that do not perforate the rim - are uncharacteristic of either SE-RF-2

or SE-SZ-8, but are reminiscent of a rim I have seen in the Taumako Lapita

assemblage.

Sherd N8-11 (Fig. 7.19e) is one of four rim fragments from the same pot, and is again

without precedents in the Lapita sites. The four pieces span decorated (layer V) and

plainware (layer IV) levels, so the provenience is uncertain. The rim appears to have

been formed by applying a second strip of clay to the exterior of the rim, to form a

rounded back. The lip is notched.

Undecorated diagnostic sherds - carinations and bases

Base, shoulder and neck sherds are illustrated in Figs 7.20-7.22. Eight angular shoulder

sherds (sharp carinations) and three soft shoulders were present - see Fig.7.20. (Note

that one small piece 18-33 may actually be a thin base sherd). The carination angles

range from 134-164o. Exterior measurements of the carination indicated vessel sizes

ranging from 65mm - 90mm radius. The provenience of all but one of the hard

carinations is known. and thev come from layers IV and above.

Three soft shoulders were also present. The two sherds of known provenience came

from plainware layers. Vessels with softly curved upper shoulders, and more abruptly

outcurving necks are represented from decorated layers (Fig.l.2l a&b). A large, very
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thick (l6.3mm), flat base sherd was recovered from layer VI (Fig.7.22a), as well as a

finer curved piece whose identification is less certain (Fi9.7.22c).

The plain vessel forms (Group III) represented in this site are indicated in Table7.2,

and include Parker's Form 2 (bowls), Form 3 (carinated vessels), and Form 6 (globular,

restricted neck vesseD. The flat bottomed dish (Form l) was not identified in the Group

III plainwares, but is perhaps represented by the thick flat basesherd from layer VI.

Undecorated bodysherds

The distribution of undecorated bodysherds is tabulated below, aggregated by layer.

The area of each sherd was measured on graph paper, to the nearest Yacm, and those less

than lcm2 were counted and weighed separately to give an idea of sherd size and

assemblage fragmentation.

Table 7.6 SE-SZ-33 - Distribution of Plain Bodvsherds

Layer No.>lcm2

area

Weight (gms) No.<lcm2

area

Weight (gms)

I 82 292.0 9 4.7

NI 24 1t5.2 I t.2

I 133 501.4 27 15.77

IIb 5 47.2

IVIII 15 100.3 a
J 2.1

m 336 1098.9 88 43.8

III/IV 68 140.6 53 23.0

IV 168 625.7 62 27.8
Total Layer IV

and above
831 2921.3 243 118.4

ry/v 2 7.9

V 145 494.3 78 39.3

VA/I contact a
J 4.6

VI 5l 301.3 2l 9.9

VI 4l 178.1 8 3.5

VIII 6 ZJ.J 4 2.7
Total Layer

IV/V and below
248 1009.5 111 55.4

H9-? 8 25.1 I 0.7
Sherds of
unknown

orovenience

a
J 13.9 4 4.1
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The ceramics are widely distributed across the site. The decorated sherds cluster

predominantly in the M-N-Q excavation units, but there are also decorated sherds in the

G-H-I area. The distribution of bodysherds within the site was compared with the

location of features (unpublished information provided by McCoy). ln some cases a

somewhat higher density of ceramics (in the order of 20 sherds) correlates with a

feature (e.g.excavation units I8-tr and I8- III correlate with alignments and ovens; M7-

III is adjacent to a fireplace; M8-V and M9-V correlate with ovens). However, this

association was not always apparent. In the case of the two squares with highest sherd

numbers (H8-III N:61, and Q9-III/IV N:53) there were no features immediately

associated.

SITE SE-S2"47 XoVt ,to ROCKSHELTE& TOMOTU NEO

Rim sherds

There is considerable uniformity in the rim sherds recovered from this site. Of the 20

rims and rim fragments, 17 are simple everted rims from necked vessels, and have

converging or parallel rim courses. These include two flared rims, three outcurving

rims of medium length, and six outcurving rims of shorter length. In addition, there are

a further six fragments of this simple form (see Fig.7.23 a-f). Most have well

delineated asymmetrical flat lips, formed by running a tool along the lip, apparently

while still quite wet, as the clay has been displaced and overhangs the edges in some

examples. All these rims lack lip decoration.

The forms of trryo of the atypical rims are reconstructable. A remarkably thin rim (3.7-

3.8mm) was recovered from layer XVII. It is everted with parallel rim course, and also

exhibits the well formed lip (Fig.7.23g). I have seen no comparable examples in any of
the other assemblages I have examined, which may be attributable to the varying

taphonomic conditions between rock shelter and open sites. From the youngest ceramic

layer VIII a complex/faceted rim with lip notching was recovered (Fig.7.23h). This

possibly comes from a dish rather than a restricted neck vessel.

Twelve neck sherds were excavated, seven of which exhibit faint to prominent making

marks. No carinations or flat base sherds were recovered. By default, the predominant

vessel form is likely to have been a necked globular/rounded pot with everted rim (see

Table7.2).

Distribution of bodysherds within the site

There are no incised or dentate decorated sherds in this site. The published information

relating to the ceramic assemblage reported "some 500 pieces of thin plain ware that
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includes only one impressed rim sherd" distributed through layers )O(I-VIII of the site

(McCoy and Cleghom 1988:107). The size of all bodysherds were measured on graph

paper. The material sent to me contained 336 bodysherds >1cm2 are4 weighing 860.1

gms. ln addition, a further 105 sherds were <lcm2 areaand weighed 48.3 gms. ln the

material sent to me there are in fact very few sherds from layer XVIII or below. The

following table aggregates all excavation units for layers XVII and below.

Table 7.7 SE-SZ-47 - Aggregated Sherd Distribution at Layers XVII and below.

Layer No.
sherd*1cm2

Weight (gms) No. < 1cm2 Weight (gms)

XVII 108 246.0 39 19.0

XVIII 6 21.0 2 1.3

XIX I 0.4
)o( 5 7.0

XXI J 5.1

Bodysherd distribution is very sparse over all excavation units. Only five excavation

units contain ten or more sherds, and many contain only a single sherd. The sherd

distributions were compared with the location of features supplied by McCoy. No

featwes are associated with the two excavation units containing the highest number of
sherds (D6-XVII N:26>lcm2, ^d E7-XVII N:25 >1cm2;. Most sherds are in fact

found in the area of the large overhans, spanning all ceramic layers. A small number

(N:44 sherds and 15 fragments<lcm2; were recovered from the smaller overhang. Of

these, 2l were recovered from the vicinif of the house foundation in layer VIII.

SITE SE-RF-Ig, LOMLOM, MAIN REEF ISLANDS

Sherd distribution and size

The distribution of sherds excavated and surface collected from SE-RF-I9, plus the

sherds surface collected from adjacent Mound B are tabulated in Table 7.8. On the

basis of similarities in fabric, form and technology, the sherds from Mound B are from

the same ceramic tradition. Because of the small number of diagnostic sherds, and their

fragmentation in SE-RF-19, all the ceramics are treated here as one assemblage.

Few large sherds survived in this site, making reconstruction of vessel forms, and

comparison with other sites difficult. Of 671 bodysherds sherds measured that were

greater than lcm2 in area (Table 7.8) only 9oh are greater than 5cm2 in area. The

percentage is even less (approx. 6%) if the very small fragments are included in the

sherd count. The largest excavated sherd measured 23cm2 in area, and another five

were l2cm2 or larger.
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Rim sherds

Of the 114 total rim sherds (including lip fragments), only 12 are of sufficient size to be

oriented reliably. (See Fig.7.24 and Plate 7.1 for larger sherds). Lip decoration is

simple, and confined to either diamond-shaped notching, or "stick" impression. There

are occasional occurrences of the very carefully smoothed lip seen in Ndvlad and

Mdailu. Making marks on the neck similar to those discussed in Ntivlati and Mdailu are

also seen in this assemblage (see Plate 7 .2). There are, however, a number of points of

difference in SE-RF-I9 ceramics: i) the poor quality of finishing observable on some

sherds, where joins/folds have been left incompletely smoothed, ii) a number of very

robust sherds (see Fig.7.244bd), and iii) greater variation in rim and lip forms,

suggesting that the assemblage was derived from a larger parent population.

Everted rims

Outcurving rims with abruptly or gently converging rim course (N:5), flared (with both

parallel [N:1] and converging [N:3] rim course) and straight rims with converging

rim course (N:2) are present. The lip shapes are not standardised, and include

rounded, asymmetrical flat and exteriorly expanded lip shapes. Three are decorated,

with incision or notching across the lip. Making marks comparable to those seen in

Mdailu and Nrivlari sherds are observable on four sherds. Two sherds are very

comparable to specific sherds seen in SE-RF-2. Sherd 20816 is a particularly poorly

finished example of the longer, flared, soft-necked rim which has precursors in

decorated Lapita assemblages - this example is very like SE-RF-2 350/76 (see

Fig.7.24d). Sherd 20211(flared with converging rim course) is also very like SE-RF-2

7lll5. Another sherd, P67, is a very robust version of a Mdailu sherd, H12-18. One

sherd (208/10) has deeply excised notches across the lip which link to a similar sherd in

Mdailu (H9-6).

In addition to these larger rim pieces, there are another 43 smaller lip/rim fragments

weighing between 1.5-5.6gms, which are probably also from necked vessels with

everted rims. A selection is illustrated in Plates 7.3-7.4. The plates illustrate the general

condition of the assemblage, and the variations present in these lip/rim fragments. The

21 curved rims vary in the degree of curvature, whether they were rapidly or more

gradually converging, and in lip thickness. Flat, sub-rounded (i.e. flat with rounded

edges), and asymmetrical flat lips are present. Diamond-shaped notching was present

on nine sherds, and stick notching on one. The others are too eroded to tell what form

of decoration was used. In all cases, decoration was placed across the lip. Eight lip/rim

fragments came from straight rims, with parallel (N:5) and gradually converging (N:3)

rim courses. Of these, three were decorated across the lip, t'wo with diamond notching

while the third was too eroded to tell.
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There are another 27 lip fragments weighing 0.4-2.0gms that can't be oriented, but

many probably also come from these simple everted rims. Seventeen lack decoration,

and I I exhibit diamond notching across the lip, one has stick notching and four were

decorated but are now too eroded to tell what form this took.

Complex/facetedtorms

Three complex/faceted rims (horizontal in orientation) were recovered, two excavated

and one surface collected (sherds 20819,20913 and P93, see Fig.7.24f-h and Plate 7.5).

One definitely was decorated across the lip, although all three lips are now eroded.

These represent two vessel forms, as one is inverted. Measurements of radius at the

mouth indicated vessels of trvo sizes - 55mm and 82mm. This rim forms a link

between the undecorated Lapita assemblages, this site and Mdailu and Ndvlad

assemblages.

Asymmetrical rimfragments - possible slightly everted or vertical direct rims

I recorded 15 rim and lip sherds as possible bowl fragments, although this is quite

speculative in most cases given the small size. One of the more convincing examples is

sherd P10, a probable direct slightly everted rim expanding to flat undecorated lip,

which was recovered from Mound B, and is illustrated in Plate 7.6. The other

fragments include flat and asymmetrical lips, some of which are slightly everted and

some more vertically inclined. They include parallel and expanding rim courses. They

are difficult to orient reliably because of their small size. Only one exhibits lip

decoration (sherd P76), possibly stick notching, on the outer lip edge.

Possible inverted lip fragments
Plate 7.7 illustrates eight asymmetrical, flat lip fragments, expanding to the interior of
the vessel. Although these are difficult to orient, some appear to represent inverted

vessels. One (P-l l) is notched on the exterior of the lip.

Diagnostic shaped sherds

The distribution of diagnostic shaped sherds is listed in Table 7.8. No flat or angled

base sherds were found. Only a small number of hard (N:7) and soft (N:l) shoulder

sherds were present from excavated and surface collected sherds (see Fig.7.26a).

Fragments of necks were recovered from excavated levels and from the surface

collected sherds (N: 79). Ten curved upper shoulder sherds were recovered (see

Fig.7.25b), as well as a small number of larger, gently curved bodysherds. A further 32

sherds were recorded as "shaped" but were generally unhelpful in reconstructing vessel

form.
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In combination, the many neck fragments and few carinations suggest that the major

vessel type was a round/globular, restricted neck pot with simple everted rim. As

noted, a number of rim fragments are suggestive of bowls (see Table7.2).

Decorated sherds

Only six sherds were definitely decorated, while another three may have been. (Of

these, two were excavated). Two were dentate stamped, one definitely incised and

three others possibly incised, but they are too small to reconstruct motifs. The larger

dentate stamped sherd (Fi9.7.26) exhibits coarse stamping.

SUMMARY OF RIM AI\D VESSEL FORMS

ln my view, on morphological grounds, the Group III plain assemblages developed out

of the Lapita plainwares. There are no new distinctive vessel forms, or parts (e.g.

handles or spouts) nor any form of body decoration (e.g. perforations, nubbins, applied

bands, blocks of fingernail impression, incised motifs) that suggest external influence

or would allow the source of anv influence to be traced.

Continuity between the Group IV and Group III plainwares is evidenced by the

following:

i) the horizontal variant of the rarer complex/faceted rims

ii) continuity in carinated vessels and bowls, although the bowls are of quite

variable rim form.

iii) The typical plainware rim (Group III sites) is a simple everted, converging

or parallel sided rim, sometimes with simple notching across the lip. These rims are

typically shorter, everted more acutely, and converge to finer lips than Group IV everted

rims. By default - the absence or low incidence of shaped shoulder sherds in Ntivlad

and SE-RF-l9 - this rim probably derives from a globular vessel, although it is difficult

to estimate the extent of neck constriction. This form is not common in the plain

component of assemblages from Green's three Lapita sites, nor amongst the decorated

Lapita levels in Mdailu. There are rare examples in the Lapita assemblages, and S. Chiu

advised me she has seen them in other Lapita assemblages (pers. comm. 2006). They

can therefore be regarded as evidence of continuity, but exhibit a change in frequency.

iv) simple lip decoration techniques - diamond notching, incision, and stick

notching - are present in all ceramic phases, although the locus of decoration shifts

from a preference for the inner lip margin in Lapita (Group IV) plainwares, to across

the lip in the Group III plainwares. Two sherds in Mdailu and SE-RF-I9 exhibit very

similar deeply-excised notches across the lip.
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The are a number of differences between the Lapita plainwares (Group IV) and Group

III plainwares. These are:

i) the vertical, niurow necked vessel from SE-SZ-8 is not represented in the

three plain assemblages;

ii) the elongated soft-necked everted rim so cornmon in the Group [V
plainwares, is rare in the Group III plainwares (although present in SE-RF-I9). As

noted above, a more acutely outcunring rim with converging rim course predominates.

iii) the preferred locus of lip decoration changes from the interior lip margin to

across the lip, and

iv) bilateral asymmetrical incising is not present in Group III plainwares,

Despite their different sizes and conditions, some differences between the Group III
plainware assemblages are discernible. At Mdailu the plainware in decorated Lapita

levels (layer V and below) is comparable to the plainware component found in Green's

three Lapita sites. The most diverse range of vessels is exhibited in the Mdailu plain

assemblage (Group III), which has short-shouldered carinated pots, for which evidence

is minimal in SE-RF-l9 and lacking from SE-SZ-47, as well as bowls, and globular

vessels. The vessels are well made, but many exhibit making marks at the neck. There

are a small number of unusual rims in Mdailu without precursors in Green's Lapita

sites, but I could not find them represented in my literature searches.

The Ndvlad rim assemblage is fairly uniform, and is clearly related to the Mdailu

plainware (Group III) assemblage in respect to quality of finishing and lip treatment.

The assemblage lacks any carinated sherds.

The SE-RF-l9 assemblage is in very poor condition, but contains the most diverse

range of lip and rim forms. Some rim forms link in general with simple everted rims

from necked vessels (the other group III assemblages), but there are also a number of
asymmetrical and flat-lipped fragments, some of which probably come from bowls. It

differs from the other two assemblages also in the poor quality of some of the sherds,

and the presence of robust sherds not seen in the other Group III assemblages.

In my view before external influence is invoked to explain the variation observable

between plainware assemblages (Group III sites), local factors such as temporal

differences, ffid the possibility that assemblages were manufactured in, or sourced

from, different locations must first be disproved.
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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

Petrography

Previous analyses of Reef-Santa Cruz sherds.

Dickinson has examined 35 sherds from decorated Lapita and plain ceramics from

various Santa Cruz and Reef Islands sites previously (WRD 68, WRD 81, WRD ll7,
WRD 170). These include sherds from Green's three Lapita sites, and sherds submitted

by McCoy from Lapita and plainware sites on Santa Cruz and Tdmotu Neo, including

four sherds from SE-SZ-47 (Ntivlad) and four from SE-SZ-33 (one from level VI and

three from plainware levels).

These analyses have established that sherds from both Santa Cruz and Reef Islands sites

contain manually added, variably placered temper sands of beach origin, that are

petrographically indistinguishable and are indisenous to Santa Cruz. The grain types

include varying proportions of i) ferromagnesian grains (principally clinopyroxene but

also opaque iron oxides, minor olivine and rare hornblende; ii) plagioclastic feldspar;

and iii) volcanic rock fragments derived from Santa Cruz bedrock assemblages. The

amount of calcareous gtains varies, and will be discussed further below. The Santa

Cruz temper suite was divided into pyroxenic (placered), lithic (unplacered) and

transitional (or feldspathic) variants (Dickinson 1978, and see Dickinson and Shutler

1979). However, Dickinson concluded (taking the McCoy samples into account) that

"the Santa Cruz temper suite embraces a full spectrum of sand compositions such that

distinctions between variants are to some extent arbitrary... Therefore prime emphasis

here is placed upon the concept of a Santa Cruz temper suite of genetically related

temper types... ." (Dickinson 1979:3-4). The temper relationship established that either

pots or raw materials have been transported from Santa Cruz to the Reef Islands, on a

massive scale.

Five sherds of a firm tan paste (four from the Reef Islands and one from Santa Cnv)
previously submitted by Green were found to contain temper sands unlike the Santa

Cruz temper suite. One of these sherds from Santa Cruz (SE-SZ-8, #68112) with a

pyroxene-quartz temper, is mineralogically and texturally indistinguishable from a tan

paste sherd (T99-10) from the Nukuleka (Tonga) Lapita site (Burley and Dickinson

2001:11830). The source of this temper is probably some island within Vanuatu, but

cannot be specified more precisely at present (Dickinson 2006:63). The origin of the

other four tan paste shards from Green's sites is still uncertain. They do not closely

resemble tempers from central Vanuatu, and may derive from the Solomon Islands or

the Bismarck archipelago (Dickinson 2006 :63).
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Petrographic analysis of sherds from SE-RF-I9

Twenty-six sherds from SE-RF-I9 were submitted to Dickinson for petographic

analysis. All but one (which was unsuitable for analysis because of its low mineral

content) contained manually added volcanic sand tempers from the Santa Cruz temper

suite (see WRD 197 Appendix 7.1). Various grain proportionality indices indicate that

the SE-RF-I9 sherds are indistinguishable from Nendo-Reef Lapita tempers analysed

previously. SE-PJ-I9 did not contain the lithic variant of the suite, an observation also

applying to sherds from Graciosa Bay previously examined by Dickinson. Peculiar to

this site was a "super pyroxenic" variant (>80% FM grains) not seen in any of the sites

analysed previously.

Dickinson concluded o" ...the Nendo-Reef Lapita and Reef post-Lapita tempers are

qualitatively and quantitatively comparable, suggesting that prehistoric potters used the

same general kind of sand as temper throughout the ceramic period in the Nendo-Reef

portion of the Santa Cruz group" (2000:4).

I sought explanation from Dickinson for some aspects of the sherds observable at x20

magnification, namely the porosity of sherds, apparent loss of calcareous grains, and

presence of a light-coloured grainy deposit. Dickinson advised that post-depositional

leaching of calcareous grains, and deposition of a caliche deposit, had taken place. Of

the sherds sectioned, ca.45%6 had or still contained calcareous sand tempers. Dickinson

re-examined available Santa Cruz-Reefs sectioned previously to see if hybrid sand

tempers could be infened from the presence of vacuoles, and identified another ten

hybrid sherds on this basis (see Appendix 7.1).

One rim sherd of quite different form and paste colour was also submitted from Mdailu

(MD-100), which Dickinson described as "..wholly different, containing only sparse

calcareous temper, largely in the form of foraminifer tests but undiagnostic of
provenance, imbedded in a silty clay paste with visible sparse plagioclase feldspar

crystals" (2000:l). Its origin is also likely to be local (Dickinson 2006 pers. comm.).

Temper composition, volume and grain size

Chiu (2003) investigated whether there was a correlation between particular temper

types and particular motif decorative techniques for Lapita ceramics from Site

WKOOI3A in New Caledonia, but found no rigorous association. Identical motifs were

found on pots with different temper composition. Ambrose (1997:529) has observed

that the undecorated vessels found in the Lapita ceramic suite share the same technical

characteristics (fine sandy, porous textures and low-temperature firing regimes) as those

favoured for decorated Lapita pots, even though these are not the optimum
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specifications for the various functions these plain vessels perform. He remarked, "The

structure of surface decoration appeirs to extend its influence to raw material

uniformity even for undecorated wares" (1997:529).

It was my intention to investigate what changes in temper composition and volume, if
any, could be discerned in pots lacking decoration. As stated in the methodology

section, I proposed to compare the proportion of calcareous to non-calcareous tempers

in the plainware and decorated assemblages, and apply a temper categorisation from

Snow and Shutler that described paste texture in terms of open, medium and dense

pastes, taking into account variations in grain size. I found this to be more difficult than

anticipated because of two post-depositional affects referred to above. These effects

were present to some extent in all assemblages, but did not affect sherds equally. It is

difficult to acctrately assess the extent of calcareous leaching. Until this effect is

controlled for, statistical counts of calcareous vs non-calcareous tempers and estimates

of temper volumes suggest a level of accuracy that is in fact spurious.

My observations of the tempers in all assemblages (including decorated Lapita) are: i)

the paste compositions are generally medium-dense (in Snow and Shutler's terms), with

open textures being rare; ii) grain size is generally medium, with a smaller proportion of
very fine and fine sizes also present, but coarse grains are rare. Both calcareous sand

tempers and mineral-only tempers were selected for both decorated Lapit4 plainwares

in decorated assemblages, and plainwares. The calcareous component is quite variable,

from incidental grains, to medium amounts of shell, to high volumes of shell. Overall,

temper selection appears very expedient. This accords well with Clough's assessment of
the heterogeneity of Reef-Santa Cruz pastes, and the versatility of the open-firing

technolory in use in Oceania.

Much is made in the ceramic literature about the advantages and disadvantages of
calcareous tempers (e.g. Bronitsky and Hamer 1986, Feathers 1989, Matson 1989).

Shell tempers have properties which contribute to improved thermal shock resistance

compared with sand tempered ceramics. These include their platey texture, which

inhibits crack propagation; and their lower thermal expansion characteristics. However,

on firing at high temperatures, calcium carbonate decomposes to form lime (CaO),

which absorbs moisture when it cools and expands in volume. The expansion may

cause cracking or lime spalling of the clay body. There is some debate about the firing

temperature that must be reached before the shell starts to decompose, and there are a

variety of techniques for minimising the effects of rehydration (Rice 1987:98).
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In Clough's study relating to Santa Cruz and Reef Islands ceramics (1992), he suggested

that the temperature range achieved in open-firing in Oceania was unlikely to cause

breakdown and rehydration of shell tempers. He also commented on the "versatility" of
this firing technology (1992:190), as follows:

"The firing procedure is simple, without kilns or high temperature
requirements things can rarely go seriously awry... .This simple low-firing
regime accommodates considerable variation in composition (both clay

and temper) and allows the use of any small deposit of clay often with
little modification. Higher temperature regimes (processes) have far more
stringent requirements of the raw material used - greater homogeneity,
fewer incidental inclusions, better mixing, etc."

As stated above, in my view, it would be misleading to try to assess changes in temper

composition and volume until the effect of leaching of calcareous grains can be

quantified reliably. The firing regime in use in these islands permits considerable

latitude in paste composition, and this is observable in what seems to be quite expedient

selection of temper in regard to composition, volume and grain size. The plainware

vessels in SE-RF-I9, SE-SZ-33 (layers IV and above) and in SE-SZ-47 exhibit

variation in temper type, temper volume, md grain size selection - they are not

attempting to produce a highly standardised paste for plainwares. In my view, no

functional significance can be attached to any variation between assemblages, given

that raw materials or whole pots must necessarily have been sourced on Santa Cruz, and

procurement networks may have changed over time. Dickinson's finding that there is

some variation between sites in the particular variants represented from the Santa Cruz

temper suite continuum appears to support this view.

Manufacturing techniques

It is difficult to assess surface treatments for all assemblages given the condition of
sherds from SE-RF-l9. It was not apparent that slips (other then self-slips) were used

on any assemblage. The surface of sherds from Ndvlaci generally exhibited less

weathering, and some retained a shiny surface perhaps indicative of an applied surface

treatment. This has yet to be investigated.

Certain attributes are common to all assemblages (including plain sherds from both

decorated Lapita and plainware levels at Mdailu). These are: i) the presence of
unoxided cores; ii) anvil marks/impressions on sherd interiors, indicative of paddle and

anvil forming/finishing techniques; iii) laminating edge fractures, indicative of beating

(Rye 1981), and iv) exterior blackening from heating the vessel.
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The most obvious finishing technique is the making/tool marks running horizontally

along the exterior neck. These constitute a small point of difference in the plainwares,

as such marks are present but rare and not so pronounced in the plainsherds from

Green's three Lapita sites. (One example from these sites is SE-SZ-8 lll2 , a large

convex upper shoulder/neck sherd).

Sherd Thickness

Bodysherd thickness was measured to investigate whether there was a difference in

bodysherd thickness between the sites, or between decorated and plainware layers in

Mdailu. The measurements are displayed in size classes (following Bedford 2000,

Wahome 1999).

In Mdailu, all sherds in the decorated Lapita layers (V and below) were measured, and

all sherds in layer II (plainware level). The results are tabulated below, and indicate no

marked diflerence between decorated and plainware levels given the somewhat smaller

sample size in layer II.

Table 7.9 SE-SZ-33 - Thickness of bodysherds >lcm2

The homogeneity of the Ndvlad assemblage was apparent as I was examining it, with

occasional examples of finer sherds (e.g. C6-XVI a largish piece <4mm thick) and

thicker sherds (two sherds in F12-D( >10mm thickness) observed. I measured all

bodysherds below layer XVII (N:9), all sherds in layer VIII (N:26), and a column

sample through square 86 (N:22). ln total, 72Vo of sherds were >4-8mm thickness,

with both finer and thicker sherds also present in the measured sample. No sherd

exceeded 12mm thickness.
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Layer < 4mm >4-8mm >8-l2mm >12-16mm Total

I 2 90 28 I t2l
% 1.6 74.4 23.2 0.8

V 11 87 20 118

VI I 26 13 2 42

VII 4 J I 8

VIII 6 6

Total t2 r23 36 a
J 174

% 6.9 70.7 20.7 L7



In SE-RF-I9, all bodysherds >lcm2 were measured. The following table reports the

results for square W-WW 48-49, aggregated by layers. No sherd exceeded l2mm

thickness.

Table 7.10 SE-RI'-I9, square W-WW 48-49 - Thickness of bodysherds >lcm2

The assemblages are very similar overall, with approx. 70-80Yo of sherds between 4-

8mm, and occasional finer and thicker sherds in all assemblages. No changes over time

in bodysherd thickness are discemible.

Summary of technological attributes

Temper composition, volume and grain size were compared for the Lapita and

plainware assemblages. All tempers were of local origin. Assessments of temper

composition and volume were impeded by the post-depositional leaching of calcareous

grains, and aggregation of a caliche deposit. In all assemblages, medium and dense

paste textures predominated, with few open pastes. Grain size was predominantly

medium size, but finer grains were also represented. Coarse grained tempers were not

common.

All assemblages exhibited laminating fractures, intemal impressions, and unoxidised

cores. Surface treatment was more diffrcult to assess because of variable weathering

effects, but the use of slips was not apparent (other than possible self-slipping). The

technological evidence suggests that the plainwares all derive from a similar

technological tradition. A noticeable difference between Group IV and Group III
plainwares were the pronounced making marks running parallel to the neck found in

Group III sherds.

REEF.SANTA CRUZ PLAINWARE ASSEMBLAGES IN REGIONAL

PERSPECTIVE

In the Main Reef Islands and Santa Cruz, the Lapita decorative phase ends about 650-

750 B.C. and is followed by a plainware phase lasting until ca. 100 B.C. - A.D.100,

when pottery manufacture ceases and is never resumed. There are two pattems to the

direction of ceramic change amongst neighbours of Santa Cruz and the Reef Islands.

Common to both is that Lapita decoration ends everywhere, usually followed by

Level <4mm >4-8mm >8-l2mm

Laver I measurable sherds CN:I29) r4% 76% I0o/o

Layer II measurable sherds CN:74) 13.5% 82% 4%
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plainware. After this, ceramic manufacture either ceases, or new decorative traditions -

such as the applied and relief wares referred to in Chapter One - follow.

Ceramic sequences on Taumako, Anuta and Santa Ana

Sequences on Taumako, Anuta and Santa Ana become aceramic.

Taumako

Leach and Davidson's excavations on Taumako in 1977-78 revealed another primarily

plainware assemblage with a small decorated component, however this material has not

been reported in detail. At the Te Ana Tavatava site on Lakao island, pottery was

found in both secondary deposition on the surface and in primary deposition in the

earliest horizon which dates around 1000-500BC (Leach 1985:117). Decoration

includes dentate stamping (Leach 1985:118) and incision (Intoh 1989:138), and "bowl

forms typical of Lapita" could be identified (Leach 1985:118). Petrographic analysis

demonstrated that two local tempers (andesitic and pyroxenic) were used, in

approximately equal proportions (Intoh 1989:138). See Dickinson (2006:62) for

discussion of the Taumako indigenous tempers. Leach observed that the Taumako

ceramics had "few points of similarity" with contemporaneous Reef-Santa Cruz

assemblages (1985:ll8). Tenell (1986:ll8) reported a pers. comm. from Davidson

that the stylistic affinities were closer to Lapita pottery from Samoa, and that "(t)hey

[Leach and Davidson] hypothesize that these Lapita sherds may be evidence of early

westward voyaging back to the Outliers from the Fiji-Tonga-Samoa region as long ago

as 3,000 years". Intoh also mentioned "a few late sherds" of exotic origin recovered

from Taumako (1989:138), but no further details are provided.

Anuta

On Anuta, Kirch and Rosendahl (1973b) reported a plainware assemblage from layers II
and III of site AN-6. The ceramic period commenced ca 950 B.C., but its duration is

not well dated, and may be "no more than five or six centuries, although a time span of
up to 1000 years is not precluded on available data" (Kirch 1982a:248). Excavation

uncovered 707 sherds, and one was surface collected 35m inland from AN-6.

Diagnostic sherds included 43 rim sherds, 13 neck sherds, 11 angled body sherds and 6

sherds from a carinated vessel (although 4-5 of these were from one vessel) (1973b:54-

55). Analysis was complicated by the small size (the average area not exceeding a few

square centimetres) and poor surface condition of the sherds (1973b:50). Occasional

sherds indicating slab building and paddle and anvil finishing were found, but generally

their condition precluded technological analysis. "Several sherds" retained a smooth,

polished surface (1973b 51), but there was no evidence for use of slips (1973b:59).
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Decoration was limited to 13 decorated sherds, l1 of which had linear incision above

and touching the carination. Most rims were outcurved, straight and incurved examples

being rare. Rim courses were mainly convergent, but divergent and parallel examples

also occurred. Flat and round lip forms were most sommon, but bevelled variants and a

possible grooved rim were also reported. As no flat or concave bases were found, all

vessel forms were assumed to be round bottomed. Body curvature was usually gentle,

but a few carinated sherds were recovered. Jars predominated and were described as

"small, gently contoured with high shoulders and extremely outcurved, small, round-

lipped rims" (Kirch and Rosendatrl 1973b:59). One bowl could be identified, and there

were rare carinations.

Fabrics included calcareous or volcanic sand tempers, or mixtures of both. While the

volume of temper present was reported as being quite variable (1973b: 51 and 54), it
was generally "high" (1973b:59). Dickinson's petrographic analysis of 12 sherds found

10 to have temper of local origin, one to have temper from Santa Cruz (Dickinson

2006:146 Appendix Table Al), and one to be of wholly exotic origin, somewhat like

the Spanish examples.

Santa Ana

To date, no decorated Lapita pottery has been found in the Eastern Solomons (Malaita,

Guadalcanal, Makir4 Ulawa). Davenport's (1972b177) excavation of the Feru II cave

on Santa Ana produced one everted rim sherd with incised lip, two body sherds, and

many crumbled smaller sherds from the middle (70-l30cm.) of a deposit which

contained cultural material to a depth of 2l6cm. Dispersed charcoal collected from

within the 70-130cm zone returned a date 0-2878) of 1275+105 B.P. Green also found

18 sherds at this site (Swadling 1976:127). In addition, Davenport excavated a single

neck sherd at l06cm. from the Rate site, another shallow cave on Santa Ana. This level

is undated, but charcoal samples collected between 85-l30cm returned a date (I-2882)

of l9lGr135 B.P., considerably older than Feru II (Davenport 1972b:180). The

discrepancy in dates has been addressed by Green's reinterpretation of the Feru II

stratigraphy, which he divided into upper and lower levels divided by sterile sand

(Black and Green 1975, cited in Sheppard and Walter 2006). Shell and charcoal dates

(SUA-I13, SUA-I14) from the bottom of the deposit place the pottery bearing layer in

the early lst millennium B.C..

Petrographic analysis carried out by Dickinson on hybrid sand tempers in the Santa Ana

sherds indicated that they were unrelated to tempers seen in Anutan and Reef-Santa

Cruz sherds available for comparison at that time (Dickinson 1978:4-5). More recently,
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Dickinson has suggested that the terrigenous tempers probably derive from Makira

(Dickinson 2006:114-l I 5).

Ceramic sequences in Tikopia, Vanikoro and Vanuatu.

ln Tikopia and Vanikoro, and further south in Vanuatu, ceramic manufacture continues.

Tikopia

Changes in ceramic assemblages underpin the 3-phase archaeological sequence of
Tikopia proposed by Kirch and Yen (1982). The first two phases contained ceramics,

but of diflerent styles, while the third phase lacked pottery. 3,662 sherds were

attributed to the earlier Kiki phase (900-100 B.C.), and 152 to the subsequent Sinapupu

phase (100 B.C. - A.D.1200). Of this total, 274 rims and decorated sherds were

analysed in depth (1982:193).

Most of the Kiki phase sherds were undecorated. The total decorative inventory

included 27 notched lips, 5 dentate stamped sherds, one sherd with "two parallel raised

traverse bands", one example of parallel incision, and one upturned rim with a notched

band below the rim (Kirch and Yen 1982: 196-197). Sherds were small in size

(1982:193). All Kiki sherds were locally made and had a fine paste tempered either

with calcareous (79%o) or volcanic (21%) sand, which was in both cases probably

deliberately added (1982:192). Manufacturing techniques included slab construction,

paddle and anvil finishing, and wiping which left striations on vessel exteriors

(1982:192-193). Examination of sherd cores, and their friability, indicated low firing

temperatures, and several examples of unoxidized cores were reported (1982:193).

Body sherd thickness measurements suggested there may be two classes of thick and

thin walled vessels, with the latter being less common.

Vessel forms were limited to jars and bowls (although three dentate sherds might be

from carinated or collared vessels (1982:197)). Jars were "globular and round-

bottomed" (1982:195) with restricted necks, and exhibited two rim variants. Most

everted rims had parallel rim courses (77oh), but examples with thickening on the

exterior or interior of the rim, as well as divergent and convergent forms, were present.

The lip forms of everted rims were either flat or rounded, and27 examples have parallel

lip notching (1982:195 -196, Fig.80). The second jar rim variant was "uptumed", and

"nearly all' had thickening on the exterior of the rim, decreasing from the base of the

rim to the lip (1982:195, Fig 79 b-f). From the rim counts, approximately 20Yo of the

vessels were bowls (1982:199). These were "simple", lacked decoration, and had flat

or round lips apart from one bevelled example (1982:195).
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It was infened from fire blackening on the bases and interiors of jars that these were

used for cooking, but storage is another possibility. The bowls were assumed to have

been for serving food (Kirch and Yen 1982:196). It is possible that one vessel was

suspended, as the notched rim sherd retains the remnants of loops, but the shape of this

pot was uncertain (1982:199).

Kirch and Yen (1982) placed the Kiki ware in the Lapita Ceramic Series on the basis of
its manufacturing techniques, vessel forms, rim form and decoration (lip notching and

dentate stamping). lnfrequent decoration and limited vessel range coupled with the

radiocarbon dates placed it late in the Lapitoid sequence.

The Sinapupu phase (100B.C. - A.D. 1200) was interpreted as a point of sudden change

in both ceramic style and locus of manufacturing. A small number of sherds (152) was

recovered, some 160lo of which displayed Mangaasi-style decoration including incision

and modeled relief. The Sinapupu phase ceramics were argued to be imports from the

Banks Islands (Kirch and Yen 1982:205), or elsewhere in northern Vanuatu, perhaps

from Santo (Kirch 1982:71,73; Kirch 1986:38)). One paddle impressed sherd from

this assemblage was thought to derive from Fiji (Kirch and Yen 1982:202).

Vanikoro

Little has been published yet about the decorated Lapita sherds recently found on

Vanikoro, although they are considered to be of local origin (Galipaud pers. comm. to

Bedford 2000:174). During his fieldwork on Vanikoro, Kirch (1983) recovered a total

of37 sherds, including nine decorated body sherds, all excavated or surface collected

from one site (VK-10, Emo). This site was first occupied around the second century

A.D., but abandonment of the site was not well dated and was estimated on the basis of

a constant rate of accumulation to have occurred in the mid second millennium (Kirch

1983:108). No rims were found, but the presence of "globular vessels with restricted

rims" could be inferred from larger body sherds (Kirch 1983:68). Kirch assessed these

sherds as also being related stylistically to the Mangaasi tradition as defined by

Garanger, the proposed linkage being strengthened by their association on Vanikoro

with a range of portable artefacts also known from central and southem Vanuatu, and

Dickinson's temper report, which noted the similarity of temper sands to those seen in

sherds from Santo (Kirch 1983:70, see also discussions in Kirch 1982, 1986). Kirch

surmised that these incised/applied relief sherds, like the comparable sherds from

Tikopia, had also been imported from northem Vanuatu.
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Vanuatu (including the Banks Islands)

Recent work by Spriggs and Bedford (Bedford 2000, Bedford, Spriggs, Wilson and

Regenvanu 1998) has clarified chronological and stylistic aspects of ceramic production

in the Vanuatu archipelago, and identified four ceramic series. Lapita decoration lasted

200-300 years after settlement although there is some variation in timing across the

archipelago. This was followed by a plainware phase which probably also extended

across the archipelago but to date is less well known for Malo, the Banks and Torres

Islands (Bedford 2000:164). After this plainware phase, differentiation between local

sequences can be identified. The following summaries of local sequences derive from

Bedford (2000).

On Efate, the ceramic sequence lasted from ca 3000-1200 BP. The cooking component

of the Lapitaceramic assemblage was recovered from the Arapus site on Efate (ca 3000

BP), comprised of globular pots with outcurving rims, many exhibiting lip notching.

The transition from the Arapus phase to the predominantly horizontal, wide flat lips of
the Early Erueti Phase plainware vessels began ca 2800 BP. Decoration in the Early

Eureti phase was limited to incised motifs and lip notching, with punctation on the wide

flat lips. The Late Erueti phase (ca 2500-2000 BP) marked a change in vessel form,

and incised decoration became more frequent. From ca 2000 BP, incurvate rims on

globular pots predominate and elements of Garanger's Mangaasi tradition are

recognisable, marking the beginning of the Early Mangaasi phase (2000 BP). A change

in vessel form, and notched applied bands are significant attributes of the Late

Mangaasi phase (1600-1200 BP). Some parallels with the post-Lapita sequence have

been identifed on the offshore islands near Efate (e.g. Lelepa), the Shepherd group and

the Banks Islands (Bedford 2000:162). Ceramic production ceased in the Shepherd

group ca 1000 BP with the locally restricted but short-lived Aknau ware. On the Banks

Islands, production may have ceased as early as 2000 BP (Bedford 2000:163).

On Erromffigo, decorated Lapita dropped out ca 2800 BP and was followed by

Ponamla plainware in which outcurving rim vessels with occasional lip notching

predominated (Bedford 2000:153). This was transformed by 2600 BP into the Early Ifo

phase, identified by fingernail incised motifs (and occasional incision) appearing on the

same vessel forms. A distinctive Late Ifo phase is discernible from ca 2400 BP

characterised by vessels with incurving rims, but maintenance of fingemail impression.

Ceramic production ceased at 2000 BP. Although originally considered a variant of the

Mangaasi style, Bedford views the Erromangan decorative tradition as locally unique

(2000: I 55).
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The sequence in northern Vanuatu is less secure. On Malekul4 Lapita is assumed to

have been present and probably ceased ca2700 BP, to be followed by plain ceramics of
the Malua phase which may have lasted to ca 2500 BP (Bedford 2000:160). The

central portion of the ceramic sequence is poorly known, with no secure antecedents for

the bullet-shaped, coil made pots (Chachara Ware) of the late phase ca 600 - 200 BP (or

perhaps commencing as early as 1000 BP). The appearance of these ceramics appears

to coincide with the development of the grade-taking political system that distinguishes

the north from the chiefly system of the centre and south of Vanuatu. Chachara vessels

occurred in two forms - one in which the exterior was unsmoothed leaving a ribbed

appearance, and one in which decoration was applied to the smoothed surface. These

vessel forms and some of the associated decorative motifs have been found across

Malekula and in other islands of northern Vanuatu (Bedford 2000:160). Naamboi wares

developed from the earlier Chachara Ware and were unique to Malekula. Their

manufacture ceased about the time of initial contact with Europeans. Bedford

canvassed the possibility that the distinctive ceramics and political system of the north

may have arisen under influence from NAN speakers (through contact or by

immigration), following Green (1997,1999). He considered such influence in Remote

Oceania in the last 1000 years "an increasingly likely scenario", but stated that further

research into the causes of cultural transformation in this period was required (Bedford

2000144).

Origins of the incised-applied relief wares in Vanikoro and Tikopiu

The origins of the incised and applied relief sherds of Tikopia and Vanikoro have been

debated (see Bedford 2000:172-174). On stylistic grounds, Bedford has argued that the

few decorated sherds from Tikopia are too small to permit motif-based comparison (as

opposed to a comparison of decorative techniques), and might have affrliations in other

incised-applied traditions. The same problems related to sample size and sherd size

apply to the sherds from Vanikoro, making external stylistic relationships difficult to

determine. However, Bedford has noted that one decorative technique somewhat

tentatively described as parallel rows of plain applied bands seen on the Vanikoro

sherds is not a decorative feature seen in the Central Vanuatu sequence (Bedford

2000:174).

Petrographic analysis does not readily solve the problem, as tempers from Vanikoro and

the Banks Islands are difficult to differentiate because the islands are geologically

similar (Dickinson 2006:63). Dickinson's most recent interpretation is that six of the

Sinapupu sherds from Tikopia may derive from Vanikoro or from the Banks Islands,

and another three from Santo (Dickinson 2006:146 Appendix Table Al). Of the four

sherds submitted by Kirch from the Emo site, two contained tempers that were possibly
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indigenous, and two were derived from Santo (Dickinson 2006:146 Appendix Table

Al).

Re gion al co ns ide ratio ns

ln Chapter One I referred to the reservations expressed by Bedford and Clark (2001)

about the likelihood of a regional incised and applied relief tradition linking

assemblages from the Bismarcks, westem Solomons, Vanuatu and Fiji. Sheppard and

Walter (2006:68) share their scepticism. These authors point out that the applied and

relief tradition of the western Solomons has some distinctive features, (especially the

crenulated rim treatment that is found from New Ireland to sites in Morovo Lagoon),

and does not look like Mangaasi or other assemblages in Remote Oceania. They note

that all these post-Lapita assemblages derive from Lapita assemblages and continue to

make use of decorative techniques present in Lapita. Rather than a migration involving

new pottery (and new genes), they suggest that the more time consuming Lapita

decorative techniques were abandoned sequentially until plainware was either lost, or

was followed by new influences.

The incised-applied relief traditions that developed in islands to the west and south do

not appear on Santa Cruz or the Reef Islands. Funher study of the applied and relied

tradition of Vanikoro and Tikopia might identifr whether the source of inspiration for

these new designs was local or derived from extemal contacts. Also notably absent

from any of the Santa Cruz or Reef Islands ceramic assemblages, and from Tikopia,

Anuta and Vanikoro, are any signs of the Chacara Wares found in Malekula in the last

600 or so years.

DISCUSSION

Cessation of Lapita decorated pottery from Santa Cruz and Main Reefs sites is

consistent with other sequences in the region. Morphologically, the plainwares lack

indications of external influence that can be traced, and the argument was made that the

plainwares are derived from the Lapita ceramic tradition. Santa Cruz and Main Reefs

plainware assemblages are characterised by a simple, outcurving rim, with converging

or parallel sides, and sometimes exhibiting notching across the lip. These rims mostly

derive from globular vessels. Only a few parallels for this rim form were identified in

Green's decorated Lapita assemblages, although S. Chiu advised that she had seen them

in another Lapita assemblage (Chiu pers. comm. 2006). The heavy making marks

found on sherds in all three plainware assemblages may indicate a different process for

forming the rim i.e. attaching a separate band of clay rather than extruding the rim from

the upper shoulder of the vessel. The plain assemblages also contain evidence of
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carinated vessels, and bowls. Horizontal/faceted rim forms link Group III and IV
assemblages.

Continuity was observed in the other technological aspects that could be examined,

such as the use of local temper, stepped fractures indicative of paddle finishing,

occasional intemal depressions, and unoxised cores. Assessments of temper volume

and composition were complicated by the post-depositional effect of calcareous

leaching, but all assemblages exhibit medium-dense paste textures, and fine and

medium grain sizes. In all assemblages, tempers with and without calcareous grains are

employed. Overall, the pastes produced appear expedient and consistent with a low-

firing regime which tolerates considerable paste heterogeneity (following Clough

1992).

Santa Cruz and the Main Reefs lack evidence for either the incised and applied

traditions that develop from the westem Solomons to New lreland, or for the Mangaasi

tradition of Vanuatu.
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faUc 7.2 Undecorated Vessel forms in Reel-Santa Cruz Sltes ' Based on Parker (1981)

PLAIN VESSELS sE-sz-33 sE-sz-3:
B.tcd on Parker (1981) sz8 RF2 RF6 v,vt,vtl t.tv sE.RF-19 sE-sz-47

Form I

t*L

P P P Also with dentate
decoration in SE-SZ.

8, SE.RF-2 and SE-

RF.6,
Also with incised

decoration in SE-RF.

2

Probably X X X

Form2 r P P Also wath dentate
decoration in SE-SZ-
8, SE.RF.2 and SE.

RF.6.
Also with incised

decoration in SE.RF.

P X X X

Form 3 P P P Also wrth clentate
and incised

decoration in SE.SZ.
8, SE.RF-2 and SE.

RF.6

uentate
and

incised

P P x

Form 4 Y P f Also with dentate
and incised

decoration in SE'SZ.
8, SE.RF.2 and SE.

RF.6.

X X X X

Form 5 r r r Also with dentate
and incised

decoration in SE.SZ
8, SE.RF.2 and SE.

RF.6.

X X X X

Form 6 P P X Also with dentate
decoration in SE-SZ

8 and SE-RF.2

Probably P P f

Form 7 P Y X Also with dentate
decoration in SE-SZ.

8 and SE.RF.2.

X ,( X X

Form 12 r X P Also with dentate
decoration in SE.SZ.

8 and SE.RF-6.

X X X X

Not present in Parket's lorms Y Probably

(ev: P = Dresent. X= absent
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------------
0123cm

Figure 7.1 Lapita sites - Everted flared rims. Convergrng rim course. a) SE-SZ-8 30123;
b) SE-SZ-8 lal@); c) SE-M-2 228/180; d) SE-SZ-8 116(2); e) SE-RF-2 153145; f) SE-

Rf-2294/140; g) SE-RF-2 153145.
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Figure 7.2 Lapita sites - Everted flared rims. Parallel rim course. a) SE-RF-2 350176;
b) SE-RF-2 2491t8 + t5.
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Figure 7.3 Lapita sites - Everted curved rims. Convergrng rim course. a) SE-M-2l0l3;
b) SE-RF-2 5317 + 53126; c) SE-SZ-8 43/9;d) SE-RF-2 3rl7;e) SE-RF-2 82/10+ 13;

0 SE-RF-2 154169; g) SE-RF-2 7Ilrs.
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0 1 2 3cm

Figure 7.4 L,apita sites - Everted curved rims. Parallel rim course. Fine: a) SE-SZ-8 86a;
b) SE-RF-2 334/l7l1' c) SE-RF-2 249120; d) SE-RF-2 347187; e) SE-SZ-8 203(c);
Medium: f) SE-SZ-8 10715; g) SE-RF-2 2841219; Robust: h) SE-SZ-8 2041X.
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Figure 7.5 Lapita sites - Rims with complex/faceted forms. a) SE-SZ-8 179;
b) SE-RF-2 "D"; c) SE-RI-2 248119; d) SE-SZ-8 3317; e) SE-SZ-8 196;

0 SE-SZ-8 203(a); g) SE-RF-2 r6sl43 + 3613 + 246/87; h) SE-RF-2 334N;
i) SE-RF-2 misc ex.
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Figure 7.6

---------------
0 1 2 3cm

I-apita sites - Everted possible bowl forms. a) SE-M-2 14718;
b) SE-RF-2 33516 + 303128 + ?; c) SE-RF-2 3ll?.

I------r
0 1 2 3cm

Figure 7.7 Lapita sites - Vertical rims with complex lip. a) SE-SZ-8
no#.

r0713 b) SE-SZ-8

---------------
0 1 2 3crn

Figure 7.8 I-apita sites - Inverted rim. SE-RF-2 47/9.
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Figure 7.9 Lapita sites - A[pical rims - Orientation uncertain. a) SE-RF-2 2718; b) SE-
RJ-2l23ll4; c) SE-SZ-8 ll3/28; d) SE-RF-2 l3l2; e) SE-SZ-8 8l/l; f) SE-SZ-8 217;

g) SE-SZ-8 203(d); h) SE-SZ-8 20-s;i) SE-SZ-8 r47t3;j) SE-SZ-8 83t2s.
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Figure 7.lO Lapita sites - Shaped sherds. a) SE-M-2 302;b) SE-M-2 9615;
c) SE-M-2 2r9lr52; d) SE-RF-2 122.
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Figure 7.11 SE-SZ-33 - Dentate and incised rim sherds and carinations. Levels not
known. a)Y9-26 incised; b) M8-9 incised; c) M8-5 dentate; d) M9-16 dentate; e) N7-23

incised; f) O9-4 incised; g) N7-33 ?fingerpinch with incised line above.
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Figure 7.12 SE-SZ-33 - Dentate and incised shaped sherds. Levels not known.
a) 18 23A+23B shaped sherd, dentate; b) N7-14 neck, incised; c) Hl3-1 I ? neck,

incised; d) N9-l I shaped sherd, dentate; e) M9-14 ? neck, incised; D 18-24 shaped
sherd, incised; g) Q9-13 shaped sherd, incised; h) N7 l8A+l88 shaped sherd,

incised; D Q9-15 shaped sherd, dentate.
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Figure 7.13 SE-SZ-33 - Everted flared rims - Converging rim course . a) 19-27 layer III;
b) M7-l6layer IV.

-----_.-
0 1 2 3cm

Figure7.l4 SE-SZ-33- Evertedflaredrims-Parallelrimcourse. Ml7-17+l layerVI.
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0 1 2 3cm

Figure 7.15 SE-SZ-33 - Everted, curved rim - Convergmg rim course. Orientation angle
uncertain. a) Hl4-l0layer [V; b) M8-4layer [V; c)E9-T layer IVIII contact; d) O9-3

layer I; e) O9-5 layer I

I--------
0 'l 2 3cm

Figure 7.16 SE-SZ-33 - Everted staight rim - Converglng rim course. Orientation angle
uncertain. a)Hl3-46+47layer ?; b) U9-l0layer II.
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1 2 3cm

Figure 7.17 SE-SZ-33 - Rims with complex/faceted forms. a) N8-l0a+l0b layer fV; b)
N8-9layer VI.
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Figure 7.18 SE-SZ-33 - Bowls. a)18-22layer V; b) N8-2a-2h layer I.
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0 1 2 3etn

Figure 7.19 SE-SZ-33 - Fragments of "atlpical" rims. Orientation angle uncertain.
a) M7-15 layer ?; b) H9-6 layer III; c) M9-21 layer ?; d) 09-6 layer?; e) N8-11

layer [V.
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Figure 7.20 SE-SZ-33 - Shoulder sherds. a) H9-5 layer II; b) V8-12 layer?; c)19-34

layer III; d) 18-33 layer II; e)89-7 layer IVII contact; f) Gl2-27 layer III.
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r0 1 2 3cm

Figure 7.21 SE-SZ-33 - Necks and upper shoulder sherds. a)M7-24layer VII; b) M8-
l9 layer VI; c) U9-l4layer?
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Figure 7.22 SE-SZ-33 - Base and other shaped sherds. a) M9-100 M9-VI beach;
b) N7-39layer ?; c) M9-l0l U9-VI.
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Figure7.23 SE-SZ-47 - Rimsherds.a)D6-4 D6XI/XIIinterface;b)Kl6-aKl6-VIII;
c) F7-6 F7-XVII; d) D6-a D6-XVI; e) F6-a F6-XVD(VI;f)3r7-2 Level ?; g) B8-9-a

B8-9-XVII; h) Nl4-l NI4-VI[.
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,WW
Figure 7.24 SE-RF-I9 - Assorted rim sherds. a) 20211; b) P54; c)P67; d) 20816; e) Pl80;

f) P93; g) 20819;h) 20913. Orientation angle uncertain for a-d.
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0 1 2 3cm

Figure 7.25 SE-RF-I9 - Shaped sherds. a)208/15;b) P129.

I--------------
0 1 2 3cm

Figure 7.26 SE-RF-I9 - Decorated sherds. a) Pl58; b) 20912.
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